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Mr. O'Shaughnessy, wno got a private
car and with great secrecy put Senor
and driving the hose wagon. The
maj'or said the city will be obliged to VOLCANO'S TOLL
IT LARGE AS
STRIKERS HOLD A
MASS MEETING
IN TRINIDAD
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B i GRAND
HI'
OF NEW YORK TO
TE.LI. UISITOR3 HIS
STORY
TCSX.A AT GAFFNEY
declare:: "IIY'S ASSOCIATE
tried' f -- LD UP STATE
FACTOR
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CEMANOEE
SENATOR O iMAN, WHOSE
NAME IS i VOLVED, ALSO --
SUMMONEDWILL E
New York, ' :u 22. William Sul-af- t,
zer's story of ' graft, graft, ev--;
erywhere," aw ni etched by him at the
John Doe Inqun :.y yesterday assumed
the grand jury phase today. Having
sworn yesterdtiv tiiitt United States
Senator O'Gorm n described James B.
Gaffney as "Mu rphy's chief bagman"
who tried to "ho V." up r-- friend Stew-- '
art for $100,000,' the was
invited to go o vi r t' charges in
more detail hern re the jury. Later it
was thought Senlut'n' O'Gorman might
be called.
The Stewart lwnuoned' is James
Stewart, a state highway contractor.
Gaffney is a prominent politician,
contractor and business associate of
the leader of Tammany- - Hall. '
Murphy J:iv3 he Lied
Mr. Murphy, ms--
referred b ' fui'il !' 1 h tc.ti- -
mony this afte most
of Sulzer'8 chi JfllC
"I never tall
in mv life1 til.
knew that lie . just what hotha Jhas done, pe 'iself."uMr. Whitim.1
''greatly interest- -
ed in the Murphy statement.
"I shall be only too glad,"1 he said,
"to give Mr. Murphy an opportunity
to testify should he care to do so."
"I am ready and willing to testify
and waive immunity, of course,'' said
Murphy.. -
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
Washington, Jan. 22: Senate: Met
at noon.
Foreign relations committee voted
to favorably report the nomination
of Henry M. Pindell of Peoria, 111.,
for ambassador to Russia.
Military committee voted to favor-
ably report the nomination of Colonel
W. C. Gorgas to be surgeon general
of the army.
Debate continued on the Alaskan
railroad bill with Senator Plttuian
speaking. '
House: Met at noon.
Resumed debate on postoffice ap-
propriation bill. .
Immigration committee deferred
hearings on proposed legislation to
exclude Asiatics. -
Chairmen of rthe judiciary and in-
terstate commerce committees worked
out a plan for on the ad-
ministration bills.
Mines committee continued its
hearings on radium.
Democratic caucus prepared to meet
tonight to consider resolutions for
congressional investigation of the
Michigan and Colorado mine strikes.
SALVAGE WORK BEGINS
Plymouth, Eng., Jan. 22. Salvage
operations were begun today on the
British submarine "A-7,- " which sank
to the bottom of Whltesand Bay on
Friday during maneuvers. The sub-
marine was located about 200 feet, un-
der the surface, at a distance of four
miles from shore.
WEALTHY HEIRESS MISSING
Chicago, Jan. 22. Miss Judith
Klanssoner, daughter of a wealthy
manufacturer of DuRscldorf, Germany,
di ipi cared fro 1 1 1
s i ff a r '1
tive here six daj s a so. according to
1 'urn t on J I'PP' i bv
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LACK OF II EY
FOR CITY'S
USE
DELAY IN THE COLLECTION OF
TAXES CAUSES SHORTAGE
- OF READY CASH
GENERAL fUNDOVERDIAWN
THIS IS CAUSED PARTIALLY BY
USE OF ITS MONEY FOR SEW-
ER PAYMENT3
LIBRARY IN BEST
ITS APPORTIONMENT OF ONE- -
HALF A MILL IS NOT 6UFFI-CIEN- T
That tho city, instead of borrowing
money to meet its expenses during
the period when no taxes have been
coming in, has been using some of
the money which rightfully would be-
long to the Agua Pura company, if
that corporation were working under
a contract with the municipality, was
the statement made last ..night at the
meeting of the city council by Mayor
Robert J. Taupert. Mr. Taupert said
this had been done after a consulta-
tion with the district attorney, who
had stated that it would be poor busi-
ness policy to borrow money when the
city had plenty of funds to meet its
indebtedness.
Under the agreement between the
city and the Agua Pura company, that
corporation is to be pa'd, when a con-
tract is agreed upon, for all water
used during the period when no
ageement existed, the rate to be Under
the terras of the new contract. The
comi! ii, made a levy each year
i - j, i t i . Jriiit 1!, 1 is ao--
' 1f
bet. askie ftr that purpose. Owing 10
the delay in preparing the tax rolls,
occasioned toy the arbitrary raises or--
deed by the state board of equaliza-
tion, no money has been coming into
the city's coffers during the past
three months. Ordrnarily the collec-
tions made during enat period would
amount to something over $2,000, ac-
cording to the statement made by
City Clerk Charles Tamrrie when ques-
tioned by the mayor. The mayor said
money from taxes would begin to
come in t.hi month, and he antici-
pated no difficulty in meeting ex-
penses and returning to the overdrawn
or reduced funds all the money be-
longing to them, with the exception
of the library fund, which is over-
drawn practically air of the time, due
to the fact that the' levy is not large
enough to piovide lot niueUug the
fixed expenses.
Upon the interrogation of Alderman
Hays Clerk Tamme showed various
funds of the city to be in the follow-
ing condition on January 1:
Library fund, overdrawn $907; fire
hydrant fund, balance of $S"6.65; in-
terest fund, balance of $3,177.28, of
which $3,000 Is on time deposit draw
ing interest at 4 per cent; sewer fund,,
balance of $2,698.26; general fund,
overdrawn $2,202.84. 0 ,"
Mayor Taupert sard $2,000 had been
borrowed from the general fund sev-
eral months ago and placed In the
sewer fund, in order to guarantee the
payment of sewer certificates. He
said this amount eventually will be
paid back. It was erawd that te
payments on the sewer certificates are
holing made regularly. Clerk Tamme
said the ciuy would have to pay $2,000,
with interest of $500, between now arid
the first of July, in payment of the
1914 portion of the sewer debt
The mayor said the city is holding
down its expenditures to practically
nothing hut salaries. He said a team
had been purchased for the fire de-
partment with the city's portion of
the state insurance apportionment.
The mayor also described the system
used in building and repairing roads,
saying it was done with little expense
to the city, as every man is a worker
and none is a boss. He said, the es
pense of hiring a team was practie-ally-
all the money paid out. besides
sili" It wr efli ied t'- -t t1 "
money for the.maintonance of the fire
del 1I1 -- t coit f 1 the tnT
f n1 Tl C tv P" s 111" ( s
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110 MAN. TELLS
OF HACK ON
A TRAIN
w. RODDA OF FROSTBURG, MD.
SAYS HE WAS HIT UPON
THE HEAD
HE BLAMESA STRANGEH
MAN NAMED SILVEY GOT HIM TO
ENGAGE IN A GAME OF
" CARDS
A MYSTERIOUS 1 SUMMONS
CLAIMS HE WAS CALLED TO IN-
DIANAPOLIS BY UNITED
MINE WORKERS
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 22 Light on
the attack on W. Rodda, on the Balti-
more & Ohio train early Monday, was
given the convention of the United
Mime Workers of America. Rodda.
who is president of a secret local
union at Frostburg, Md., in a weak
voice, told his story of the attack.
Rodda said he received a telegram
signed by William Ford, who organ-Size- d
the local, and was in Indianapolis
to represent the district, asking him
to bring the seal of the local union
and the books containing the names
Of the membership to Indianapolis.
The Maryland miiner said when he
bought his ticket he saw a man named
Silvey, a stranger in the local, also
at the station.. Silvey said he was
going to Indianapolis also.
Rodda said Silvey asked him to
take a drink while on the train, but
he refused.. He did, however, engage
in a game of cards, saying he believed
he could watch Silvy better. While
the game progressed, Rodda said, he
was grasped ft,in )i Mud ,n1
on the head.
"My cries awoke the oar, but my
assailants escaped,", said Rodda, "one
going out the rear door and the other
out the front A preacher oi the name
of Sheppley of Sellersburg, Md., trip-
ped one of, the men, but he got away."
Delegate Ford denied that he had
sent the telegram to Rodda, and said
he was surprised to see Rodda here.
Among the resolutions passed fa-
vorably by the convention were' the
following: :
'
Favoring government ownership of
all public utilities, especially the coal
mines; favoring the passage by con-
gress of a law providing for old age
pensions ;i sanctioning appropriation
by the federal government of $752,-00- 0
for the bureau of mines, as re-
commenced by Secretary of the In-
terior and asmng congress to
pass a law prohibiting railroad and
street car companies collecting fares
from passengers not provided with
seats. ,. ;., ).Z,t't., .. :
James C. Walters, president ' of the
trades and labor congress of Canada,
told of the labor movement in. the
dominion and especially of the suc-
cessful fight made by the congress to
obtain an amendment, "exempting la-
bor organizations from the provisions
of the combine investigation act,"
which, be said, waa similar to the
Sherman anti-tru- law of the United
States. , ..
BEARDSLEY is arraigned
Mayville, ,N. Y., Jan. 22. Edward
Beardsley, the fanner-outla- will be
arraigned late today on the charge of
shooting J. W. Putnam, county over-
seer of the poor. Bearosiey's nine
children were taken to Titusville, Pa.,
and will be given a home with Charles
Beardsley, brother of the outlaw. Mrs.
Edna Pier, who occupied the Beards-
ley shack during the siege of eight
days, is rapidly recovering from a
wound suffered when one of the chil-
dren knocked a revolver off th win-
dow elll.
POLICE SCATTER CROWb'3
St. Petersburg, Jan. 22. The police
today with drawn swords dispersed
crowds of demonstrators observing the
anniversary of "Bloody Sunday," Jan-
uary 22, 1(103, when the. troops m
sacred many strtUiog workmen as tl 15
were niachipg, led by Father Canon,
to the palace square to present to the
emperor a petition formulating thui
political and economic demands.
buy hose within a short time, as that
in use is in only fair condition. The
mayor said the fire department te in
much better condition than it was two
years ago. ,
The report of Chief Fred Phillips of
the department was received. It show-
ed the organization, which is made up
of volunteers, to he In good condition,
with its bills all paid and a smali bal
ance In the bank. The, department has
a fixed expense of something like
$50.50 per month, according to the re-
port. Its income, however, from
sprinkling and other sources will meet
thi3 expense and leave a little to the
good each month, .
Frank Roy's communication to the
council, asking that certain lots be-
longing to him, situate in the Buena
Vista addition, be declared Immune
from sewer assessment, was filed, and
proper action will be taken upon it
with little delay. The letter from Mr.
Roy was accompanied by a statement
from George E. Morrison, city engineer
at the time the sewer was built, to
the effect that Mr. Roy's lots are too
far away from the system to permit
of being conected with the sewer.,
A petition of W. A. Givens, B. T.
Mills and James Clay prayed that the
alley north of the portion of National
avenue between Twelfth street and
the county bridge be reopened. It was
stated that the alley had been closed
by property owners, without authority
to take such action. Alderman Stern
of the street and alley committee stat-
ed that the petitioners had a just right
to have the alley opened, and the coun-
cil passed a motion authorizing the
city clerk to notify the offending
that the alley must be op-
ened at once.
The meeting, which was the first
the council has hekr since September
10, was attended by Mayor Taupert,
Clerk Tamme and Aldermen MoGuire,
Hays, Stern, Iirenzen and McClana-han- .
.''
FEE U1TED C'TTLE
LiflU.Li bi 1 iv
NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIA
TION DOES NOT FAVOR TAR-
IFF LAW
Denver, Jan. 22. Federal control of
the open range, more effective sani-
tary regulations, protection of Ameri
can livestock owners and ranchmen
in Mexico, education of the children
on farms and approval of the work of
the federal department of agriculture
and the administration of the national
forests, were the chief recommenda-
tions contained in the resolutions
adotped at the closing session of the
seventeenth annual convention of the
American National Livestock associa-
tion today. During the morning ses
sion it 'anueared practically assured
that San Francisco would be chosen
as the meeting place for tho 1915
convention that H. A. Jastro would
be president.
In the resolutions adopted the con-
vention Went on record as opposing
any change in the regulations of the
bureau of animal Industry regarding
mange; favored the investigation of
delays at Btock yards and terminals;
demanded reduction in westbound
rates on livestock from the k Inter-mounta-
region; approved an educa-
tional bureau. It favored a campaign
to raise more alfalfa; protested
against the elimination of grazing
lands in forest reserves without
condemned the abuse
of livestock passes; demanded an ade-
quate inspection of imported meats,
and endorsed the work of the United
States sanitary association.
TROUELE IN HAITI
Washington, Jan. 22. An undated
radiogram to the state department to-
day announced the occupation of Cape
Haitien, on the northern coast of
Haiti, by the revolutionists, who were
resisted. President Oreste has called
an extraordinary session of the newly
elected congress for Monday, when a
drastic program w ill be n ii tal it
to. crush the revolt Hu rt ire of
Cape ITatien g'ves the r. u if 1 H
a much, needed bane if m ' 1hp
gunboat Nashville, 01 ' 1 t e
a 1 1 t A 1 F f,ho !
rr if'i 1 t
I
Estanol on board. Tlie car was then
attached to the regular train for Vera
Cruz, from which, port It ia assumed
Senor Estanol will sail at once.
Rumors were current in the federal
capital for the last two days that
Senor Estanol and Rodolfo Reyes, for-
merly provisional minister of justice,
had teen secretly executed. The lat-
ter, however, la still In the prison.
Refugees Have Good T'mes
EI Paso, Tex., Jan. 22. A fresh
roll call of the Mexican soldiers and
refugees who fled to this country
from the rebels at Ojinaga, Mexico,
and who are now interned at Fort
Bliss, Texas, today showed that sever-
al hundred more Mexicans are depend
ent on the Uriited States for food and
shelter than first counts Indicated.
The total number of dependents on
this government is 4,987. Of these
3,526 are Mexican soldiers. The rest
are women, children and male civil-
ians. ') Forty more Boldiers who were
left wounded at Presidio and at Mar-fa- ,
Texas, are also to be brought here.
The recording of the names of the
refugees will require several days.
Army officers figured that it will
cost this government an average of
33 cents a day to feed each invited
guest, or a total of about $1,675 a day.
In addition there remains cost fqr
tenting, sanitary arrangements for
guarding the camp and $25,000 for
transportation. The food for the re-
fugees consist of beans, beef, bread
and coffee. American army officers
say the three meals served daily af-
ford the Mexicans a living much su-
perior to that to which they were ac-
customed in their own country.
They Have Band Music
In the issuance of rations they are
placed on a par with the American
soldiers. No work other than clean-
ing their campa is to be assigned
them. A Mexican military band,
which formerly played in the plaza at
Chihuahua, forms part of the Interned
foreign, colony.
v Federals are Whipped
Cniiscan, einaloa, Jltex; Ja9,-2S- .-
via" Nogales, Jan. 22 A federal col-
umn of about 2,000 men was repulsed
today north of Culiacan, . according to
official reports. The federals attempt-
ed a sortie against the constitution
alist forces in Guaymas, the gulf port
of Sonora. It was asserted that while
the constitutionalists lost only a few
men wounded, the federals retreated
with three wagonloads of dead and
wounded. r
TRAIN KILLS MAN
Albuquerque, Jan. 22. John Morri-
son, a Santa Fe railway brakeman,
walking through the south yards at
10 o'clock last night, heard groans
when he passed under the Coal ave-
nue viaduct. He wanted toward the
source of the sounds and the light of
his lantern showed a man, uncon-
scious, lying on the main line. He
had been run over by a train.
Morrison notified other railroad
men and they called Strong brothers'
ambulance. The injured ,,maft was
rushed to St Joseph's hospital, but
died as he was placed on the operat-
ing table. Dr. W. W. Spargo and Dr.
W. R. Lovelace, who had been noti-
fied by telephone and who were there
ready to make an effort to save, the
.man's life, did not have time even to
fgive him a hypodermic before he died.
A receipt for 'dues from the Loyal
Order of Moose and a membership
card In the. Brotherhood of Painters,
Decorators and Paperhangers, Wich-
ita, Kas., local, identified the dead
man as Glen T. Cole. The Moose re-
ceipt was issued by the Albuquerque
lodge. Officers of the lodge lust night,
however, were able to grve but little
information about Cole. The receipts
indicated that he had been. In Albu-
querque since last June. Lodge offic-
ials said hia beneficiary was Mrs. A.
II. Maddison of Wichita, Kas., and
she was notified of his death by tele-
gram. No reply was received last
night
CULLOM IS BETTER
Washington, Jan. 22. Shelby M.
Cullom, former senator from Illinois
and chairman of the Lincoln Memo-
rial commission, danrously ill at
home here, was better today than at
any time since he took to bis bed
more than a week ago.
PINDELL IS FAVORED -
Washington, Jan. 22. The nomina-
tion of II. 'M. Pindell of Peoria, to
be ambassador to Russia was ordered
favorably reported today by the sen-
ate foreign relations committee.
EMCTE1
JAPANESE CONSUL GENERAL RE.
CEIVES OFFICIAL REPORT
OF DISASTER j
SAKU1A OTFEEEO 1I3ST
NINE OUT OF EIGHTEEN VIL
LAGES WERE DESTROYED
BY EARTHQUAKE
DEATH LIST IS:. S'fALL
INSTEAD OF REACHING THOUS
ANDS IT IS ONLY A FEW j
HUNDRED j
New York, Jan. 22. An official re-
port giving the casualties and damage
caused by the eruption, earthquakes
and tidal waves of last week on the
Japanese Island of Sakura and in tho
town of Kagoshima, was received to-
day by the Japanese consul general
here. The report says:
"On Sakura, nine villages, compos-
ed of 840 houses, were destroyed, out
of the total of 18 villages on the is-
land. The number of deaths among
the population was not so considerable
aa at first believed and probably 'wiiM,
prove exceedingly small.
"In Kagoshima the deaths were 18,
the severely injured 87 and the slight-
ly hurt 71. Thirty-fiv- e houses col-
lapsed, 118 were partly destroyed ami;
many others slightly damaged. The
principal public buildings were not
injured.
"In Kimotsu and Kira counties tho
damage caused by falling ashes an
pumice stone affocted 20,000 peoph-wh-
will need relief.
4"T '? 1 . 1
turned to Kagroshi:,-- Iirr order
being restored. The public scii
are to be reopened in a few days.
"In regard to the famine in t;:
northern Island of Hokkaido, the con-
ditions are about the same as in 100".
but no worse, and the rice crop of tin
entire country is expected to be above
the average."
DEFENSE DE0I1 IN
Tff I9 if
PROSECUTION ENDS AFTER TRY
ING TO SHOW MURDER
WAS COMMITTED
Alamogordo, N. ir Jan. 22.--T- esti
mony for the defense wa commenced
today in th case 'of H. H. Majors,
charged by grand jury indictment witU
causing the death of hia- daughter,
Eudora, The state, before closing lasi,
night, attempted to have the court;
compel the defense to outline if 3 plats
of action, hut tho court refused.
The last witness called by the pros-
ecution was Dr. B. M. "VVorsham. of 1:1
Paso, who was asked hypothetical
questions, over objections, by tho de-
fense. described cer-
tain symptoms, .paralleling those ct
Mrs. Christian Majors and Mu-- Eu--do- ra
Majors., first wife and daughter
of defendant both of whom aro dea!
and asked the opinion of the doctor
as to the cause of such symptoms.
"Arsenical poisoning," he replied.
The time this morning was taken
up by the defense in agrain;? n na
attempt to have the court rule out s.H
reference to the illness of i -- uthi.:
Mrs. Majors, who v : Kerloii:-!- 1:1
tho time Majors whs arresteJ. Majws
is under Indictment, charged with
poison to her also, an3 th
prosecution conteruia that the ftp.Vst
affair should compriiJO ore c:v. r TI-.-.-
court did not rule on the b
contention this morctes.
f : r f "it: 11 0
Bill, i "1 J 1
!!' 1 ( !v a h
l ' r t in r
fV, 1" c
f t rf
the;
U 1
THEY GATHER TO PROTEST
AGAINST INCARCERATION OF
"MOTHER" JONES
SALOONS ORDERED CLOSEO
EVERYBODY ENTERING THE CITY
IS SEARCHED FOR CONCEAL-E- D
FIRE ARMS
WOMEN TO HEAR ADDRESS
MRS. KATHERINE WILLIAMSON
OF DENVER IS TO BE THE
CHIEF SPEAKER
Trinidad, Col., Jan. S2 Mount- -
ed militiamen with drawn swords
this afternoon repeatedly charged
a crowd of 1,500 strikers and
strike sympathizers who attempt- -
ed to march through the city to
the San Rafael hospital, where
"Mother" Jones Is held by the
military authorities.
Rocks and sticks were hurled
at the militiamen by a throng of
excited women. Numerous arrests
were made. The militiamen re--
peatedly rode down crowds, but
so far as is known, no one was
badly hurt.
"
Trinidad, Colo,, Jan. 22. Hundreds
of strikers and their families from all
sections of the strike zone are gather-
ing in Trinidad today, ostensibly for
the purpose of holding a parade and
meeting to protest against the Incar-
ceration of "Mother" Jones. The time
of the parade and meeting baa been,
announced.
No steps have been taken to pre-
vent the parade or the meeting, but
all saloons In the city were closed
at 8 o'clock this morning by order of
General Chase when it was learned
that the strikers were gathering. Mil-
itary details at all outlying points In
the strike zone received orders to
search for firearms all persons board-
ing trains for Trinidad,
Less than 50 men and women ar-
rived on the trains, but several hun-
dred walked to this city from points
within a radius of eight miles. The
streets are crowded, but so far no
disorders or demonstrations have oc-
curred.
A banner bearing the Inscription
'
"Has Governor Amnions Forgotten he
Had a Mother?" was taken from a
crowd of strikers this morning by the
military authorities.
At noon handbills were distributed
about the city announcing a mass
meeting of women this afternoon. Mrs.
Katherine Williamson of Denver ia
billed as the chief speaker.
Congress Talks Investigation
Washington, Jan. 22. Congression-
al investigation of the Michigan and
Colorado mine strikes .will be consld--
ered at a house caucus tonight which
will take up seevrat pending resolu-
tions. A democratic majority of the
rules committee, to which the resolu-
tions will be referred, voted against
an Investigation, whereupon MacDon-ald- ,
progressive of Michigan, forced a
caucus by circulating a petition.
O'SQAIIOflNESSY GEIPS
ESTAKQL TO ESCA
AMERICAN AMBASSADOR PROB-
ABLY SAVES LIFE OF FOR-
MER DEPUTY
Mexico City, Jan. 22. Jorge Vera
Estanol, one of the 110 deputies
thrown Into jail by President Huerta
on October 10, 1913, was smuggled out
of town last night by Nelson'
American char? d'af-
faires, and sent safeiy on his way to
Vera Cruz. '
Senor Estanol ia a prominent attor-
ney and was minister of public in-
struction lu tho Into President Mad-ero'- s
cabinet, lie was released from
the penitentiary by court order. Senor
Estanol and his friends, believing that
his life was in danger, appealed to
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O., July 14 1913; $15 monthly to
Louise. But he knew the weaknessk:Lksli A A V A.& A A&A..VA REWARDS
1 j m is FOIHiiE
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KEEN eyes pick Crossetts
style. Common sense
picks Crossetts for comfort.
The shoes you'll be loyal to
year after year.
U
vi
GROSS El
$4 JO to $6.00 everywhere
Lewis A. Crossett, Inc., Makers, North Abinffton, Mass.
widow 9216 Cambridge avenue, Cleve-
land, with $5 monthly for each of
four children until 16.
Francesco Corsaro, of Clymer Pa.,
shot and permanently disabled in sav-
ing Matthew Leonard, policeman,
from assassination by three foreign-
ers, November 13, 1913; $75 monthly.
Sliver Medals
Bernard F. McManon, 425 South
Ellwood street, Tulsa, Okla., assisted
in attempt to save Everett O. Walcott,
from suffocation at Lawrenceville, 111.,
June S, 1912.
Gordon T. Granger, 61 East Thirty-thir- d
etreet, Bayonne, N. J., foreman
of a gaa compressor plant saved a
comrade from suffocation January 9,
1913.
Johnson B. Rothgeb of Shenandoah,
Va., helped to save two men from
drowning at Shenandoah, April 15,
1913.
J. Wesley Manning died attempting
to save James W. bavis and Edward
R. Hall from drowning at Shenan-
doah, Va., April 15, 1913; medal to
Manning's' father. (Same accident as
that in which Rothgeb figured.)
Silver Medals and Pensions
John W. Day died In attempt to
save Robert H. Clark from burning
at Oakhill, La., April 12, 1913; $30
monthly to widow at Kentwood, La.
Luther B. Weaver, proprietor of a
diye house, lost his life in attempting
to save an employe from burning at
Dalas, Tex., July 15, 1912; $40 month-
ly, with $5 additional for each of two
children, to Weaver's widow at 3045
South Harwood street, Dallas, Tex,
Myron E. Judd died attempting to
save Angelo Peluso from suffocation
in manhole at Cleveland, O., July 14,
1913; $45 monthly to widow, 4117
Seventy-fourt- h street,. Cleveland, with
$5 monthly for each of four children
until 16.
Frank Ranee sustained fatal injur
ies in attempting to save Mary C. and
Regina C. Cryan froi burning in New
York, December 10, 1912; $50 month
ly to widow, 611 Delaware avenue,
Toronto, Ont., with $5 monthly for
child until 16- -
Phillip R. Krummel died attempting
to save William Benn and Edward
Jones in mine explosion at Peoria, 111.,
January 15, 1913; $50 monthly to
widow, R. D. 1, Peoria, 111., and $5
monthly for each of three children
until 16.
John D. Artley died attempting to
save Ralph E. Knouse from drowning
at Wrightsviille Beach N. C, May 31,
1913; $55 monthly to widow, 120 Hill
street, Lagrange, Ga.
George Wilkie died attempting to
save man from being run over by
train, Brown City, Mich., June 28,
1912; $50 monthly to widow at Brown
City...
YOU CAN CURE THAT BACKACHE,
Pain along the back, dizziness, head-
ache and general langour. Get a pack-
age of Mother Gray's AROMATIC-LEAF- ,
the pleasant root and herb
cure for all Kidney, Bladder and Uri-
nary troubles. When you feel all run
down, weak and without energy use
this remarkable comDInatlon of na-
ture's herbs and roots. As a tonic
laxative It has no equal. Mother Gray's
Aromatio-Lea- f Is sold by Druggists or
sent by mail for 50 cts. Sample sent
FREE. Address, The Mother Gray
Co., Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.
Joints that ache., muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treat
ed With BALLARD'S SNOW LINI-
MENT. It penetrates to the spot
where it Is needed and relieves suf
fering. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.'
Adv.
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
ff 5
J. M. Cunningham, Preside it
Frank; Springer,
INTEREST-
Sou
of his own nature; he knew how
strong is the tug of the home land
upon one's heart strings. If he went
home he would never go back to pret
ty Louise and Canada.
He took the train at Edmonton and
in due course arrived at Toronto. An
hour later he was standing in the
presence of Mr. Lawson.
"I am John Waterford," he said.
Mr. Lawson looked at him gravely.
Of course you can produce some evi
dence," he said. "Not that I doubt
you, but you see this is an important
matter. Now, how can you show me
that you are John Waterford?"
"The record of my service in the
police, sir," answered John, and Mr.
Lawson smiled.
"Of course, I do not doubt you,"
he said again, "but even if we assume
that you enlisted under your right
name which I don't doubt how can
you prove that you are the John
Waterford for whom we are seeking?"
John was silent. He did not know
what to say. Mr. Lawson resumed:
"I may say that I have been in
England recently; In fact, my cousin,
Arthur Farrell, was your, father's law-
yer, and so I am personally acquaint
ed with the members of your family,
including Miss Ethel Barrlngton, a
oung lady who should certainly stim
ulate your memory."
"Why, sir?" asked John.
"Because, under the terms of the
will, you are to inherit the property
subject to one condition that you ask
Miss Barrington to be your wife with
in six months. You are not, of course,
married. Mr. Waterford? That would
exclude you from the inheritance
"No, sir?" said John, trying to think
hard.
"Then no doubt you can answer a
few questions. Your mother's maiden
name? Good. Your father's family
how many brothers and sisters did
be have? Three? Correct again,
And your mother's family consisted
of? Correct, Mr. Waterford. I see
that these proceedings are going to be
only a formality. So many impostors
you know! You will pardon nie for
having to put you to this ordeal. Now,
one question more. Where were you
educated?"
"Eton! snapped John Waterford.
The lawyer looked at hirn in as
tonishment,
"I mean I mean Harrow," said
John hastily. "My memory played me
a trick." '
The lawyer turned the pages of
memorandum book.
Now, as to your mother wa3 she
dark or fair? Dark, you Bay? Well
it depends, of course, on what one
means by dark. Now, Mr. Waterford,
answer me this. What was the full
name of your brother who died in
infancy?"
T knew once, but I can't remenv
ber," faltered John.
Mr. Lawson glared at him indig
nantly.
"You have betrayed yourself. You
never had a brother. You are an
impostor, sir," he stormed. "Eeava
this office at once or I'll I'll have you
indicted for conspiracy. Leave me,
you unspeakable scoundrel, you
cuckoo, trying to foist himself into
another nest!"
With downcast head John made for
the door, and the indignant old man
hurled vituperations after him until
he had closed it behind him. But
when John reached the street his face
was radiant.
He had made his choice, as once be
fore, between money and love, an
again he had chosen love. But this
time he knew that he had made no
such mistake as before. Louise loved
him as a poor man; he had wooed
her and won her, and he Vould never
break his troth.
"Well, Waterford," said his captain
when he got back, "you have good
news of yourself, I hope?"
"No, sir," John answered. "I was
the wrong man."
It was Christmas when he rode
over the prairies toward the little cot
tage on Beaver river. He was not
alone this time, however, for beside
him rode a cheery little man whose
face was the most welcome of any
within a thousand miles of Edmonton
A knock at the cottage door and
the same greeting. And then, while
still in John's arms, Louise catches
sight of the stranger and blushes like
a rose, and hides her face in her loy.
er's shoulder. , It is there that she
hears her father's greeting:
"Bonjour, John. Bonjour, Monsieur
le Cure. Come In and eat, and after
supper we shall be three married peo
ple."
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. Chapman.)
Nltrogen for Consumption,
New hope for victims of the white
plague is offered by Dr. John B. Muiv
phy, who has presented a remedy for
tuberculosis before a gathering of phy
siciana and nurses here. Dr. Murphy
called his method "Pneumothorax,
and explained it meant the injection
of nitrogen gas into the pleural cavity,
thereby contracting one of the lungs.
causing the infection to be drained or
squeezed away, and giving the lung
chance to throw off the disease while
at the same time trying to do the
work of breathing.
"I ' first advocated this method of
treating tuberculosis in 1898. It was
attacked both country and in
Europe," said Dr. Murphy. "Since
then my treathment has been accord
ed credit almost universally in th
medical profession." Chicago Dis
patch to the New York Times.
Going Too Fdr.
"You eay his book shows great orig
inality?"
'Astonishing originality."
"In what way?"
Hia lipro has a receding chin, in
stead of a si.uara jaw."
Til! IP
GOVERNMENT PROSECUTIONS TO
BEGIN IN CHICAGO EARLY
NEXT WEEK
Chicaco, Jan. 23. Eggs, butter and
oleomargarine wall sizzle in the fed-
eral frying pan here next week, un-
less unforeseen complications arise to
delay the trial of cases now on the
docket in Judge Landia- - court
Arguments cm the government's civ-
il anti-trus- t suit against the Chicago
butter and egg board are scheduled
to
.begin before Judge Landis on Mon-
day. The same day has been set for
beginning the trials of prominent of
ficials of several of the big oleomar-
garine companies who are under fed-ra- l
indictment for alleged conspiracy
to violate the federal laws governing
the payment of a special tax on oleo-
margarine containing an artificial col-
oring matter. Both the outer and
egg and the oleomargarine cases have
attracted wide attention.
The anti-trus- t suit was brought
against the Chicago butter and egg
board at about the same time that a
similar suit was filed against the El-
gin board of trade, popularly known
as the "butter trust" A close con-
nection la supposed to have existed
between the two organizations and
the complaints against them are prac
tically identical in tneir nature. The
complaint against the butter and egg
board makes sweeping charges of con
spiracy to fix arbitrarily toe price of
butter and eggs in the interest of the
big dealers and cold storage men and
to the detriment of the farmer, other
email producers and the consumin
public.
The defendants in the oleomargar
ine cases are John Dadie, president of
the William J. Moxley company, and
John F. Jelke, president of the John
F. Jelke company. Back of the
charges is the alegatlon that the gov
ernment has been defrauded out of
more than $1,000,000 by the big oleo-
margarine manufacturers through the
practice of evading the government
tax on their products.
The indictments against Dadie and
.Jelke were returned more than three
years ago. Every effort to bring the
cases to trial had met with opposition
on the part of counsel for the defend
ants. A year ago, it is said, much
pressure was brought to bear on Pres
Went Tart to get him to order the
dismissal of the Indictments, but the
effort was unsuccessful.
The maximum penary for the of-
fenses . charged in the indictments
against Dadie and Jelke, is two years'
imprisonment or a line or $iu,wn or
both. Jelke, it is asserted, offered to
pay a fine which would more than re-
pay the government for the losses in
revenue through the unlawful making
of the oleomargarine.
10 CENT "CASCARETS"
IS YOUR LAXATIVE
BEST LIVER AND BOWEL CLEANS-
ER AND STOMACH REGU-
LATOR KNOWN
Get a box.
Put aside Just once the Salts,
Pills, Castor Oil or Purgative Waters
which, merely force a passageway
through the bowels, but do not thor-
oughly cleanse, freshen and purify
these drainage organs, ud have no
effect whatever upon the liver and
stomach.
Keep your "insides" pure and fresh
with Cascarets, which thoroughly
cleanse the stomach, remove the un-
digested; spur food and foul gases,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
poisons in the bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
feel ereat by morning. They work
while you Bleep never gripe, sicken,
and cost only 10 cent a box from
your druggist Millions of men and
women take a Cascaret now and then
and never have Headache, B'lious-nesB- ,
Coated Tongue Indigestion, Sour
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas-care-
belong in every household.
wn just love to- take them.
Adv.
Chronic Indestlon permanently
Cured
"f-i- years ago," writea g. E. Car-Y.-
.
Flt AUTOrfl, N "I was in
( i ll tulC MlfrV from indi-ro- l
11 f 1 I ' t f t i fr 3,v,Un
1 1, ,(& 10 to try Chamber- -
km
AD DEAD
CARNEGIE HERO COMMISSION AN
NOUNCES AWARDS MADE
DURING PAST YEAR
riltohargh. la., Jail. 22. Individual
acts of heroism which the Carnegie
tero fund commission has recognized
since it was on.&bKehed ten years ago
were brought up to a total of 871
today when thirty names were added
to the honor roll.
The commission held its tenth an
nual meeting here this afternoon. The
awards announced were fewer than
has been the case on previous occas
ions, and although in the past ten
years 16 gold medals ' have . been
awarded for extraordinary cases, none
appears in this class' la the announce
ment today,
Inj 11 cases silver medals were
awarded; in 19 cases, bronze medals.
Seventeen of the heroes lost their
lives, and to1 the dependents of 13 of
these pensions' aggregating $7,680
were granted, and to the dependents
of the other four who sacrificed them-
selves, sums totalling $3,000, to be ap-
plied subject to the approval of the
commission, to the liquidation of in--
debtedness or to meet other ex
penses. In three cases sums aggre--
gatin, $4,000 were appropriated for ed- -
ucational purposes, payments to be
made as needed and approved, and in
nine cases awards aggregating $3,200
were made to be applied toward the
purchase of homes or other worthy
cases. .
The youngest heroes were two 12- -
year old boys of Oshkosh, Wis., whose
cases, as well as all others rewarded,
are as follows:
Bronze Medals
E. Donald Ryan and Paul J. Zen--
ter, eaeh 12 years old, of Oshkosh,
Wis., in connection with the drown-
ing of Harland A. C. Lehnigk, also
aged 12, while skating on Lake Win-
nebago, December 1, 1911.
A. Cleveland Werner, brakeman, of
Smithville, Tex.. . saved a child from
being run oyr:by a train at Phelan,
Tex , June f 'J3.
Frank ( ce, brakeman, of Pe-Vlt- a
oria, 111 M. Vaught from
being f ' iy a train at Paris,
111.,
Wilf p Cordova street,
Vancouver, ved John Magee
from drown Ragway, Alaska,
November 2 ,
Kash Strong, ltTB. 1, Aurora, 111.,
made brave but futile attempt to save
William and Ona Burden, aged three
and five, from their burning home in
Muir, Ky., January 2, 1911.
Edward A. Dalton, 121 West Twenty-f-
irst street, Bayonne, N. J., saved
Gordon T. Granger, who himself had
gone to the rescue of a comrade, from
suffocation in manhole at Bayonne,
January 9, 1913.
Samuel Reid, Putnam, 111., assisted
in attempt to save Wiliam Benn and
Edward P. Jones from suffocation in
mine at Peoria, 111., January 15, 1913.
Stewart L.. McLeliand, of Wilson
Corners, Que , who died to attempting
to Bave Leo Dore from drowning in
canoe accident, May 29, 1911, both
men being drowned. Medal to Mo- -
LeJIand's sister.
Eugene W. Rife, of Hanover, Pa.,
who died while trying to save George
It. Gordon from drowning July 7, 1912.
Medal to Rife's father.
Raymond E.. Pirei., of Brooklyn, N.
Y., who was drowned while attempt
ing to save Edward Adams in Jamai
ca Bay, June 16, 1913. Medal to
Piret's mother, 923 Onderdonk St.,
Brooklyn.
I. William Turk, Toiivola, Mich., died
attempting to save Gustave E. Kajula
from drowning June 15, 1913.
Bronze Medals and Pensions
Harry L. Biggs, died in attempt to
save Guy W. Dotson from suffocation
in mine at Douda Leando, Ia June 12,
1909; $25 monthly to former widow
at Sloan, la., and $5 a month to three
children until 10.
Thomas J. Jensen, died in saving
two unknown women in runaway ac
cident at Westfield, Mass., July 10,
1913; $30 monthly to parents, Gran-val-
Mass.
George W. Brew died attempting to
save Mary I. Herbert from drowning
at Chicago, June 19, 1913; $50 month-
ly to his widow, 2818 So. Park avenue,
Chicago.
Winifred C. Flinn died saving Ra-
chel s. Dallas from drowning-a- t Or-
chard Lake, Wis., July 6, 1913; $45
monthly to widow, 503 LaSallo avenue,
Detroit, Mich.
Gtiiseppe S. V. E. TK'l Vocchlo. died
r.ttempt'ns to save Carta Ricttelll,
East Haven Conn., July 20, 1913; $23
monthly to widow at East Haven and
$5 monthly for each of two children.
Michael Johns, die;! andsOng in at-
tempt to save Angelo reliiKO from suf-
focation in a manbote at Cleveland,
By H. M. EGBERT.
Corporal Waterford of the North-i- n
West Mounted Police, reined bis
horse before Monsieur Pouillard's cot-
tage on the Beaver river. He fastened
it to a sapling and knocked at the
door. A dark-haire- dark-eye- French
girl opened to him, and flung her arms
round his neck with a cry of Joy.
"It is thou, John," she murmured
rapturously, and with the kiss that
followed John Waterford forgot his
hundred-mil- e ride across the prairies
in the bitter wind of November.
Soon they were snugly gathered
round the stove: the corporal, Louise,
and Monsieur Poulllard, and exchang-
ing news.
"And so Christmas will see us all
married people," said the old French-
man, winking at Waterford, while
Louise blushed divinely.
Corporal WaterforiWs period of serv
ice would expire wlfh the last month
of the year. He waB not to
for with the savings of his period
of service he was to open a trading
store. The three would live together,
but Louise would become John's wife.
'But it was a long ride here from
Edmonton, my friend," said Monsieur
Pouillard. "What brought thee be
fore next week, when we expected
thee?"
"Why, I'm going to Toronto," an
swered Waterford. "A little matter
of business, so I thought I would look
in on you two before I started
Neither Louise nor her father asked
any questions. The word "business
kept them silent Waterford would
be the last man m the world to di-
vulge the secrets of the police. They
had no doubt that h& was going to
take in some criminal for trial, though
they Imagined it must be an unusual
case that required his presence in To
ronto.
But it was not a police matter at
all. As Waterford rode away on the
next morning he was sick at heart
'pis h)lm
to ) v
Reined In His Horse.
Presently he reined in his horse and
pulled a notebook from his pocket in
which was a newspaper clipping. He
read it to himself aloud:
"WANTED News of John Water
ford, formerly of Highbury Hall,
Stockton, England, believed to be in
the Canadian North-Wes- t. Any per
son who can inform Messrs. Lawson
and Jones of No. 47 Orpington street.
Toronto, of the whereabouts of said
John Waterford will be rewarded.'
The clipping had been placed before
the corporal by his captain.
"This seems to refer to you, John,'
he had said. "If you want to, take
a week's furlough and run in to To
ronto."
The captain lookeji at him search- -
lngiy, ror ne Knew tnai vvatenoru was
a gentleman by birth, and surmised
that he had come into his father's
property."
Waterford knew that, too. His fa
ther had died a few months before-kil- led
in the hunting field, in his
eirfitv-secon- d vear. And John was
the only son. And the Waterford es
tates, together with the mining royal
ties, brought in nearly thirty thousand
pounds annually.
But John was thirty-fou- r, and it was
fifteen years since he had seen his
father. They had quarreled bitterly
over a woman whom John had want
ed to make bis wife. His father had
ordered him never to enter the house
again while he was alive. With sim
ple literalness, John had obeyed. And
to add to the poignancy the woman
had promptly thrown John over, for
she could not afford to wait an indefl
nite nunfber of years to get possession
of whatever the old baronet might
leave his son. The estate was not
entailed.
And Sir James had left him every-
thing. John had read that and read,
also, that the heir was being sought
for. After a dozen years in Canada,
years of privation and hardening, John
had come into his own.
A year before he would have re-
joiced at the prospect of returning to
England. But during the past year
pretty Louise Pouillard, with her shy
eyes and endearing ways, had come
into his life, and he was dubious now.
He knew that if he took her to Eng-
land her life would be made wretched.
She, the prairie rose, could not flour-
ish among the English roses, the prod-
ucts of a thousand years of civiliza-
tion and brwfl'nr. True, ho might
eiuiui tiie aw! tiicn go bark to
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and healthily active all the time. Fo-
ley Kidney Pills will make them so.
You cannot take them into your sys-
tem without good results following.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
The "Mischief Quartette" and lt'
Work
Each year the month of January
numbers Its list of victims from in-
fluenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
pneumonia. The prompt use of Fo-
ley's Honey and Tar Compound will
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions. Keep it on
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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CURE A COLO IH OKE DAY.
SURPLUS
$50,000.00
Hosktns, Cashier. "". . '
Lewis, Ass't Cash.
There's a special Crossett
last for people with arch
troubles. Ask our agents
about it.
'
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How to Break Up a Bad Cold
Geo. P. Pflung, of Hamburg, 'N. Y.,
says: "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
will break up a cold the quickest of
anything I have ever used." This
remedy contains no opium, or other
narcotic. It is most effectual and is
pleasant and safe to take. Try it. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
A Difference in Working Hours
A man's working day is 8 hours.
His body organs must work perfect-
ly 24 hours to keep him fJt for 8 hours
work. Weak, sore, inactive kidneys
can not do It. They must be sound
Ttwro 5s Only Ono
4 f9 pf1 ""
Ovr a m
VSED THE WORLD OVER TO
Always lemember the full name. Look
lor this signature on every box. 25c
D. T.
E. S.
'
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n I w!LLCCU 1111UiREGULATION OF THE SOCIAL
EVIL PRONOUNCED A FAILURE COLDDIGIE IN THE
As J Z-- 2 Free Frcra Il.r Tr ;. ",
1st This Eettsr Xhj.ACE
I WW IceGreat' ' you' 11 hear that from E. A. MOROSS ENTERS TWO CARSFOR THE INDIANAPOLIS
CLASSIC EVENTalmost everybody at the table
every time a plate of Aunt
2222 Jemima's delicious mncakes
b.s. u.s. pat. off. comes in piping hot from the
kitchen. Aunt Jemima's makes the finest cakes
that ever went into your mouth the plump,
tender kind light as a feather temptingly
iv browned, and Um! so delicious to taste.
ing, moreover, the absence of any
male restraint. Compulsory medical
attendance is scored severely. Not
only is St far from thorough, but by
Instilling in the male a belief in its
efficacy it robs dissipation of one of
its greatest terrors, nnd thus Increases
vice.
"There is no more pathetic incon-
gruity than that which, ia presented
in the morals bureau of Berlin, Mun-
ich and Budapest, where a social
worker Is installed for the purpose
of dissuasion, while the police officer
waits in the adjoining room ready tj
authorize the career from which well-meani-
but ineffectual pleading has
first endeavored tq deter. The permis-
sion implied in the existence of regu-
lation is at cross purposes with the
sound attitude implied by the effort
to persuade the girl to renounce her
vicious ways. The social effort under
these circumstances is little more than
a sop to the popular demand that the
state address itself with all its might
to prevention and to salvation and un-
der no circumstances to authoriza-
tion.
"This, then, Is the final and weight-
iest objection to regulation; not that
it falls as hygiene, not that it is con-
temptible, not that it is unnecessary
as a police measure, but that it ob-
structs and confounds the proper at-
titude of society towards all social
evils.
Mr. Flexner argues that, if the so-
cial evil can be Increased by artificial
stimulation, it can likewise be lessen-
ed. Its complete stamping out, he
adds, cannot be hopefully prophesied
Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"-say-
Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of tuls place,
"I wished f would die and be relieve!
of my puiferint;, from womanly troubles.
I Could not get up, without pulimz sf
something to help me, and stayed ia be.!
most of the time. I could net do my
housework.
The least amount of work t'red mo.
out. My head would swim, and 1 wouid'
tremble for an hour or more. Finally. 1
took Cardui, the woman's tonic, and Is
am not bothered with pains any more,,
and 1 don't have to go to bed. In fact,
1 am sound and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots anil;
helps to make them strong, it acts with,
nature not against her. It is for the--
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel'
as if everything were wronq;, and need.'
something to quiet their nerves ami
strengthen the worn-o- ut system.
If you are a woman, suffering from any .
of the numerous symptoms of woman!
trouble, take Cardui. It wili help you.
At all druggists.
Writi It; Chattanooga Medicins Co., LadiM,
Advisory Dept., Chattanooca, Tenn., for .Sftcusl
ittruetiont on your case and book, 'Komn ,
treatment for Women," in plain wrapper. KO. 11U
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 22. There
will be no world's record breaking on
the Florida beaches this winter after
all. E. A, Moross, formerly manager
of Bob Burman, the speed king, who
had planned to usurp tthe tetter's
throne by sending a pretender against
him at Ormond in the machines he
formerly drove, ' now will await the
outcome of the Indianapolis speedway
races next May before taking further
action.
Moross has signed to manage the
new Mexwell racing team, of Detroit,
cars for which are now being built by
Ray Harroun, of 1911 fame,
Inasmuch as both this outfit and Bur-ma-n
will be entered in the Hoosler
sweepstakes, Moross proposes 0 let
the latter event determine his cham-
pion. If one of his men should beat
Burman, or better still, win the race,
Spread thick with good, fresh butter
and lots of syrup, they are great.
Have Aunt Jemima's for tomor--
.
3. l i r . t I .rows ureaKiasr.. iaK.es just a
minute to stir 'em up. Good for
waffles and muffins, too.
Your grocer has Aunt Jemima's
i in a bright red package. (Read
the head master or head mistress. Sys-
tematic or general instruction has de-
veloped as yet nowhere in Europe."
Explaining 'the decline in the sys-
tematic traffic in young girls, the
writer details successive steps in leg-
islation due to popular agitation in
late years, and asserts that the en-
trapping and immuring of a girl may
b classed as the exception, like a
mysterious murder or robbery.
"Under existing conditions," he
says, "there is absolutely no reason
to think that such, cases occur fre-
quently though there are those who
would be quick .to take any advantage
of any relaxation of vigilance on the
part of governments, the police, and
the private organizations constantly
on the alert. In the cases to which,
from time to' time, attention has been
sensationally called, the women involv-
ed are neither Innocent nor deceived.
On the other hand, there is evidence
to suggest that European cities and
ports are utilized for purposes of
transit to South American ports,
where the trade still flourishes. A
trafficker may; entice a girl from
Poland and Galicia ou the promise of
marriage or v work; indeed every po-
lice office in Europe has a list of men
thus engaged. The countries from
which women are procured are believ-
ed to be mainly Hungary, Galicia, Po-
land, and Rumania; the countries to
which they are carried, Brazil, Argen-
tina, South Africa and the Levant."
It was found that then exists an
extensive trade in fallen women" to
meet the demand of underworld re-
sorts, and back of all the crass com-
mercialism of the cadet and the disor-
derly house keeper, promoters of an
industry "deliberately cultivated by
third parties for their own profit."
While public opinion is slowly
changing for the beuer, Mr. Flexner
believes, he still finds that there is
no social inhibition as regards immor-
ality In man "Europe has been a
man's world," he writes "managed
by men and largely for men and cyn-
ical men at that men distinctly lack-
ing in respect for womanhdod, es
V
what it says on the top about the,
x 1 funny Rag Dolls for the kiddies.) no trip to Florida would prove neces-
sary, In his opinion. If he should lose,
there would still be plently of time
for a beach expedition.
Lack of suitable candidates for his
New York, Jan, 22. After a year
of personal investigation in 11 Euro-
pean countries, Abraham Flexner,
commissioned by the bureau of social
hygiene, of which John D. Rockefel-Jer- ,
Jr., is chairman, has come to the
onclusion that porice regulation of
the social evil in Europe is a failure
and is rapidly dying out. Stringent
legislation, on the other hand, has
practically stamped out the
white slave traffic in young girls, and
segregation, he finds, is non-existe-
anywhere In England, or the continent.
These views, upsetting beliefs wide-
ly current int this country as to the
status of commercialized vice in the
old world, are set forth in a 450 page
volume to be issued tomorrow.
The report follows that on a simi-
lar investigation of vice conditions in
New York city made a year ago under
the auspices of Mr. Rockefeller's bur-
eau.
Mr. Flexner spent more than a year
in the preparation of his report .in
addition to the 12 months consumed
in gathering material. It is published
under the ausipices of the bureau ot
social hygiene in the hope that ulti-
mately some effectual means will be
found to combat the evil In the United
States. Mr. Rockefeller himself con-
tributes the foreword.
"Sex education," cays Dr. Flexner,
"is the subject of much controversy in
Europe as in this country. Despite
the prevalent notion to the contrary,"
Tie writes, "the subject of
is yet very largely in the realm
of theory or controversy As to this
point, a strange misconception ob-
tains. In England, one hears that
great progress has been made in this
field in Germany; in Germany one is
referred with equal positiveness to
Scandinavia; in Scandinavia to Fin-
land, whither; however, I did not pur-
sue the The facts are
these: No recognition is given to
in English scliools at
all. The head masters and house mas-
ters In some (of the igreat public
sKahocjls neftablyj (Eton endeavor to
gain the confidence of the 'boys indi-
vidually. In Prussia, which, is repre-
sentative of the states of the German
empire, ot any kind is
very rarely .given at tne . popular
schools.
In Denmark and Norway, noth ing
either of a general or a compulsory
character exists; Sweden practically
repeats Prussia, offering no instruc-
tion in popular schools, an optional
lecture to last year students in the
higher secondary schools, particularly
those for girls, in the direction of
Joe Dawson, the only remaining natlv
son among America's moat recent
quartet of champions. Goux.
being a foreigner, will not be chosen.
Dawson and Harroun, the new Max-
well engineer, are bound together with,
closest ties of friendship and racing
U
project at the present time is anothereven if summary and persistent action factor in moving Moross to a post
jL?- - 1 w"" HI 1 W W V V
s,V V
f9 association, having virtually composponement. Orfginaly he had planned
ed the Marmon team until the latterto use either Earl Cooper or Ralph
quit the game. It is a veteran com
were taken, but that repression can
be directed with results, against the
exploiters of the traffiic.
In concluding, Mr. Flexner says our
attitude toward the social evil, in bo
far as these factors are concerned,
cannot embody itself in a special re
De Palma, road racing champions of
1913 and 1912, respectively. Both of
these men, however, are tied up, the
one with Stutz the other with Mercer,
at least until after the speedway race.
In view of Moross' recent Maxwell af-
filiations it would obviously be un-
wise to hand the championship to
anyone eo remotely Identified with his
interests.
- Jit- a medial or repressive policy, for in this
bination, tried and true, that might
weE be calculated to strike dismay
Into the hearts of its adversaries.
No great surprise will result, there-
fore, if this pair should get together
under Moross guidance. Whether oa
road, track or beach, Dawsoa driving'
and Harroun directing, it could b
banked on to give a good account of
itself. An amalgamation would seem,
to be booked.
sense it must Ibe dealt with as part
of the larger, social problems with
The solution of the diilemna is
centious, growing ivouth i3 character thought to lie in the grooming of a
third title aspirant who will agree toized not by a normal, healthy and
Prance and Austria no further con-
cessions will under any circumstances
be granted; and whenever such anatural development, but by an over- -
which it is Inextricably entangled.
Civilization has Btrfpped, for a
wrestle with tuberculosis,
alcohol and other plagues. It Is on
the, verge of a similar struggle with
the crasser forms of commercialized
vice. Sooner or later it must fling
down the gauntlet to the whole hor-
rible thing. This will be the real co-
ntesta contest that will tax the cour-
age, the self-denia- l, the faith, the re-
sources of humanity to their
drive none but Maxwell cars through-
out the season. If fie should makestimulated and purely artificial exci
tation of instinct."pecially of the workTng classes. The
place closes, the institution is bo
much nearer extinction."
The vast majority of depraved wom good
in the 500-mil- e race, all Morose'
ambitions would be. realized. If not,military, the aristocracy, the student,
Do you begin to conaht at night,,just when you hope to sleep? Do you.
have a tickling throat that keeps yon
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound. It will check th
cough and stop the tickling sensation
at once. Does not upset the stomach,
is best for children and grown per-
sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cros
Drug Store. Adv.
are all conceded their fling. Women, there would still be lots of oppo-tun-It- iy
to make other arrangements.whose influence might have been ex
en in Europe li va untouched by police
control, notwitl 'fnding the license
system, sajs investigator. This
shatters the pi i idea that li
erted restrainingly, have been trained Who the dark horse will be is prob
lematical. It is thought, however, he Isnot to pry into the
records of their husbands ;s father censed resort1-- ' , I segregation
'S'aeresrat.ion is f V
"In the hands of good women lies
the power for reform," says Dr. Flex-
ner. "Though no quantitative evi-
dence of Improving morality can be
given, various movements supply
protof that opinion fs undergoing a
change which must in the end affect
conduct. Custom once practically
constrained the French student in the
Latin quarter to swim with the cur-
rent; now it has become possible to
lead a blameless life without incur-
ring contempt for his idiosyncracy;
fashion their sdns, as a rule, after taken in any
European cit- - s, itheir own image. to Glasgow
"Amid conditions as they exist in
Paris, Berlin and Vienna, and the
smaller towns like Geneva, which as A HABIT THAT PAYSpire to be world cities by being li
Segregation - 7 I'.etore, impractic-
able; more thaifija, any attempt to
bring it atyut V alio recognized to
be inadvisable. In the first place, the
impossibility of thoroughness creates
an obvious opportunity for police cor-
ruption; a woman who objects to be-
ing segregated may for an adequate
11aa impassioned lilterature appealing to USE ELETRIC 0T fj lithe German student has made its ap-
pearance. The woman's movement
will unquestionably destroy the pas-
sivity or Cerman women In rescect to
masculine Irregularities. The task of
developing continence in nations hab-
ituated to indulgence is one of Inex
pressible difficulty; our it may be
fairly said that now for the first time
it has been deliberately faced on the
continent by a small but earnest band
of men and women bent upon the puri
fication of life."
The volume treats at length of th
consideration induce the police to
overlook her; and as hundreds are
bound to be overlooked anyway, the
chances of detecting fraud are slen-
der. Again, a segregated quarter
would give to vice the greatest pos-
sible prominence. Finally, it would
expose to moral contagion those who
are already most imperilled and whom
every consideration of Interest and
decency should impel society to pro-
tect the children of the poor. For
the segregated quarter will Inevitably
be located where rents are low and
where the neighbors have least in-
fluence."
On the whole, Mr. Flexner is of
the opinion that regulation of any
sort i calculated to increase the value
of immorality. The existence of reg-
ulation, he eays, amounts to a tacit
admission by the state that the busl-lnes- s
is in a sense regitimate, Imply- -
inscribed or registered women of va
-
The factory or store, or shop, no matter how larrfe
or small, will find ELECTRIC POWER from our central
station cheapest and most convenient.
There is absolutely NO WASTE from electric
power. You only pay for the power you actually use
or contract for. It is always available in any quantity.
Electric power eliminates dust and dirt, nczzz izrA
vibration. The problem of fuel and ash dis;:rc:J tzzl
hundreds of other vexations inseparable from the or 3
ration of other forms of power production are cf irj
concern to those usinji electric service.
rious European cities, plying tneir
trade ' under police license, and
brands the system a failure. . Only a
fraction of these women are enrolled.
'Moreover," he says, "the streets
from which the licensed one has
agreed to withdraw are not infre
quently those where she is most at
home; and a large loophole for police
favor and corruption la thus created
by the existence of rules only occa-
sionally and capriciously enforced.
Bnt other consequences follow. What
is allowed to the inscribed cannot be
forbidden to the uninscribed; it la
not in human nature to forbid to the
& ..
Praise Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Women from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from all sections
of this great country, no city so large, no village so smallbut that some woman has written words of thanks for
health restored by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound. No woman who is suffering from the ills peculiar
to her sex should rest until she has given this famous remedy
a trial. Is it not reasonable to believe that what it did for
these women it will do for any sick woman ?
Wonderful Case of Mrs. Stephenson,
on the Pacific Coast.
Independence, Oregon. "I was Bick with what four doctors
called Nervous Prostration, was treated by them for several years,
would be better for a while then back in the old way again. I had
palpitation of the heart very bad, fainting spells, and was so nervousthat a spoon dropping to the floor would nearly kill me, could notlift the lightest weight without making me sick; in fact was about as
sick and miserable as a person could be. I saw your medicines ad-
vertised and thought I would try them, and am so thankful I did for
they helped me at once. I took about a dozen bottles of Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and also used the Sanative Wash.
Since then I have used them whenever I felt sick. Your remedies
are the only doctor I employ. You are at liberty to publish this le-ttersMrs. W. Stephenson, Independence. Oregon.
A Grateful Atlantic Coast Woman.
IIodgdon, Me. "I feel it a duty I owe to all suffering women totell what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did for me. One
year ago I found myself a terrible sufferer. I had pains in both sides
and such a soreness I could scarcely straighten up at times. Myback ached, I had no appetite and was so nervous I could not sleep,
then I would bo so tired mornings that I could scarcely get around.It seemed almost impossible to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better until I submitted to an opera-
tion. I commenced taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and soon felt like a new woman. I had no pains, slept well, hua good
appetite and was fat, and could do almost all my own work for a fam-
ily of four. I shall always feel that I owe my good health to your
medicine." Mrs. IIayward Sowebs, IIodgdon, Maine.
A Duty that Every Man Owf to Thota
who Perpetuate the Race.one what is so freely allowed, the
other. The very fact that 6,000 in-
scribed women are legally entitled to If r, 1 1patrol most Streets ia Paris and are,suffered to patrol the others, makes
it Impossible for the police to act
ECONOMICAL SHALL ELECTRIC-- i.I9TCnS
Small electric motors are invaluable to merchants
and housewives and dentists. They can be employed
for a wide variety of purpose.:- SewioJ machine mo-
tors save time and energy, lust the tiling for YOUR
wife. Buy her one today.
Initial costs of electric motors are moderate.
Operation inexpensive. We will be pleased to deir.cn- -
vigorously and continuously against
six or eight times as many clan des-
tines who avail themselves of the
same privilege..
"In respect to street order, regu
lation is, therefore, in my judgment,
a hindrance, not a help, for it Is at
war with its own avowed' object. Con-
sequently no regulated city possesses
streets as free from Bcandal as the
streets of Amsterdam, Zurich and
.4. JLiverpool all cities, In
which a consistent and thoroughgoing
strate the advantages of electric motors, or
supply dealer.
t 1 ( f 1 Tf
course of action bearing on all women
,o jut ao ,u.(;unaiiL U.HI I UIKU SliMUlUkuow of progressive methods In advance of
motherhood. The sufferincr, pain and dis-tress incident to child-brarin- cna be easily
avoided by having at band a bottle of
Mother's Friend.
This 1s a wonderful,, penetrating, ester-ca- l
application that relieves all tension
Tipon the mnefcles audi enables them to eipantl
without the painful si rs In upon the liga-
ments. Thus there is avoided all those ncr-vo-
spells; the tendency to nausea or morn-ini- ?
sickness la counteracted, and a bright,
snrmy, happy disposition Is preserved that
reflects wonderfully upon the character and
temperament of the little one Boon to openits eyes In bewilderment jit th( Joy of hisarrival. Ynu can obtain a bottle of
'Mother's Friend" at any (trust store at
11.00, and It will be the b st dollar's wortU
you ever obtained. It preserves the moth.
"T'a health, enables her to mako a quick
and complete recovery, and thus with re-
newed strength lie will eagerly devoteherself to the care and atu-uile- which
mean so much to the welfare of the child.
Write to the Bradnoia Regulator t o., V
Lamar Bhitr., Atlanta, (la., for tneir yahi-abl- e
end 'instructive be k .f frufdror for
expectant Bothers. J.-- t A bot(i& of M'ilii-s-r
s
alike ia feasible."
To the licensed house, Mr. Flexner
says, public opinion in Europe is be
coming increasingly hostile. At the
For SO years Lyd!, E. Pinkham's Vepfetahle
Compound has been the standard remedy for fe-
male ills. No one sh--k with woman's ailments
Rl! i j.ireto L . -- i U if sho vltM s not try tl, , ft- -t
ov-5 1 ' '"rjo t . s,'2o i'nn i rooH an 1 itert ', it present time," he says, "they are per - " o ' 1 o''' vmitted in France, Belgium, Austr.ia--
.. --ii. w- 4
Hungary nnd Italy; forbidden in the
firman empire, Holland, Switwrbnd
-
v.rt "foinirr: it v i icp " c. rf,
.(I'Cilin i I A : ) L A A, it! 1:-- S., tor ud ice.
.), (excrptlns; Geneva), Denmark, Norr i i.r-r m iii t m, r .ti sr.! r.nsn:ci tui
-- ttnils IICO. way, Sweden and Great Tirilain. In
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TORK HAD SHALLiJiilLi III lib
ESTABLISHED 1873. First Glass Repairing
PLAY A FAITHFUL
REPRODUCTION
OF BOOK
PURE ill ILL
BE ASSURED
VEGANS
remark;il:!o irst civic v concerning a
certain situation which arose during
the Fourth of July holiday week. Here
at a hotel whose rates, European plan,
start at $2.00 per day, fully half the
week-en- guests consisted of unchap-erone- d
parties of young people. Two
or three or four girls would write for
accomodations. Voting"1 taen came
singly or in groups. It was quite evi-
dent, however., that the parties had
been made up In the different cities
WATCHES, CLOCKS. JEW-
ELRY. OPTICAL GOODS
IN OUR. OWN SHOP. . . .
TAUPER-T'- S
DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
A. H. WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
OF ROBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
J NOVEL
iT H E
ADMAGEOIR
DEATH
TWENTY-FOU- PERSONS WERE
BORN IN FOUR-MONT- PE-
RIOD, WHILE 21 DIED
According to the reports of Dr. C
C. Gordon, city physician, for the
months of September, October, No-
vember and December, which were
read at the meeting of the city coun-
cil last night, there were 24 births
daring the period and 21 deaths, the
stork thus having the advantage of
three o er the grim reaper. Of the
births 15 were of boys and nine of
girls', while 14 males and seven fe-
males were the victims of death. Of
the ' deaths, seven, or one-hal- f the
total number, were of nonresidents
The birthrate in East Las Vegas
would far more greatly exceed the
death rate were it not for the fact that
many persons come here in the last
stages' of disease, hoping to be cured,
but succumbing shortly after their ar-
rival.
Dr. Gordon's reports showej .the
city to have enjoyed good health dux.
ing the fall and early winter.
DISPOSAL WORKS IS
Fiif TO BE BUILT
COUNCIL SAYS THIS IS A NECES-
SITY BEFORE COMPLETING
SEWER SYSTEM
That the present city administration,
because its term of office is growing
short,' wall not take up the problem of
providing a sewer system to Include
the portion of the city not reach-
ed by the sanitary sewer now in nse,
was the statement made last night at
the council meeting by Mayor Tau-
pert, and concurred in by the alder-
men. The mayor said no more sewer
can be built until a suitable disposal
works Is constructed, as the state au-
thorities are merely tolerating the
dumping of sewage In the Arroyo Pe-
cos and have notified the city that it
must provide some other way of dis-
posing of the vile matter carried by
the sewer.
The matter came up for discussion
when City Clerk Tamme read a letter
from the board of directors of the
Commercial club asking the council to
provide for the completion of the san-
itary sewer system, which, at present,
does not cover the entire city. The
mayor said bonds for the building of
a disposal works must be voted at the
next election. '
City Attorney E. V. Long was in-
structed to take up with former City
Attorney Herbert Clark the work of
C O M
LAW
THE BOOK DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
THE PLAY'S BETTER YET,
Stage Arrangements After Drawings by ?
CHARLES DANA GIBSON
An Interesting Problem Handled With Great Delicacy
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Published by
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Something About Public and Private
Uplifting ,
That this is ti.e day of private and
Jmbiic uplift we are already well
aware. Moral forces are at work in
the home, the wehooL the Industrial
and recreation centers. Wherever two
-- it three public spirited men and worn-
en are gathered together, there you
will find well directed effort to teach
the doctrine of right living. The city
supervises its playgrounds and teaches
morality through health. The employer
establishes clubs and welfare work in
' his factory to cleanse the moral atmos
phere. Editors preach clean living in
fiction and essay. The church has
come to do its part in the combat with
,coo:al ;evil, frankly, openly, says the
February Pictorial Review.
And yet, with all these moral forces
at work, has there ever been a time
in the history of the country when
immorality has reared its head so dar-
ingly and so frequently? Has there
ever been a time when the charge of
linimorality has been brought with
taore justice against the home and
the social body
Recently in one of the most con-
servative towns of a ttraservatlve
eastern state, the board of education
announced abruptly that the semi-
monthly "hops" given by the high
school cadets had been stopped - Fol-
lowed then mutiny in the' cadet ranks,
sullenness in the classrooms. Parents
protested. The hign school was a
public building. Why should its gym-
nasium not be used as a social cen
tert
.
The board of education called a
meeting of parents, and told them
why. So much immorality had been
brought to the attention of the teach-
ers detailed to "chaperon" the fort-
nightly dances, that the hops had been
pronounced a social menace. Thrse
men i'd not offer glittering general-
ities. They presented epecifie In-
stances and offered to furnish names
of all parties concerned.
In an exclusive suburb of a New
England city which hss given the
"United Slates some of Us greatest
!!! and women, statesmen, scientists,
nutliors, artists and preachers there
vers three grave scandals la one high
ssclsool terra. Two members of the
senior class were unable to complete
iha year's work and graduate. The
ilrrj cirl was a junior. In tacli case
slia yoiiii? man Involved ta a follow-ss.ni.imi- t,
Durif! tlio ofi;;uins summer,
the V !) Echoul km rem'v&iil.' That
Vfirticular town no longer hw
1'hfi hus'irtjp of a hotel i & !:'
r ' r A ;:,:i" roR'.-- i out a
"VHE COMMON LAW" WILL
THOSE WHO HAVE
READ THE NOVEL
It is but natural that any book
which has achieved such widespread
reputation and one that has been dis-
cussed from every vantage should be
selected as a vehicle for stage presen-
tation. Therefore, it is not at ail sur-
prising that the leading managers
have vied with one another in their
eagerness to secure the dramatic
rights to Robert W. Chambers' "The
Common Law," the novel which in(
all probability created the most pro-
found sensation in recent years.
In the rivalry for possession of this
special prize Manager A. H. Woods
was the most successful and to him
the author accorded every privilege
with the sole understanding that the
dramatization should not allow the(
author's intentions to suffer, as in
many cases. That Manager Woods
ha faithfully carried out his part of
th Icohtract was fully attested in the
production made last season, which
not only, deliiighted Mr. Chambers, but
made an extraordinarily strong appeal
wherever the play was, sgen. .. ,j ...
It was particularlyetteeWejlihat
the sensational interasl which'gaveto
the novel command, had,
instead of being lessened, become ac-
centuated for acting purposes, 'and the
audience, many of whom were familiar
with the book, manifested;, no small
appreciation for jijbe admirable work
performed by the play doctor. .
"The Clommon Law" will be seen at
the Duncan opera house on January
28, and judging from the general tone
of expectation it is quite reasonable
to assume that the hearing will be
participated in by one of the largest
gatherings-- , from a theatrical stand
point considered, ever recorded in this
city. s
' The cast "employed by Manager
Woods, with1' a view of upholding the
dignity of fhis offering, taken in its
entirety, is said to be one of the finest
organizations ever assembled, and Mr.
Woods has likewise bestowed splendid
consideration with regards to the
scenio environment, even going so far
as. to include all of the furnishings
and furniture as part of the stage
equipment.
Proper Extension of Appreciation
A compliment should be as quickly
given for good goods and good service
as a kick for. defective goods and poor
service. Most people realize this.
That is why so many have written
to the manufacturers of Chamber-Iain'- s
Cough'1 Remedy telling of re-
markable curws of coughs and colds
it has effected, and expressing their
appreciation of the good qualities of
this well known remedy. For sale
by all dealers. Adv. ,
ATTORNEYS PROPOSE LAWS
St Paul, Minn., Jan. 22. The Min-
nesota county attorney's ; association
met in annual session here today and
began a discussion of proposed laws
which they believe would aid in' the
detection and conviction of offenders.
Among the things advocated by the
county attorneys are the establish-
ment of a state "secret'' service,'1 the
abolishment of the office of' justice
of the peace, the takmg of depositions
by the' state in criminal cases, and a
law giving the state the right to make
th i e?oslng argument in criminal
and art make their home as well as in-
dustry. The loggia, upon entering
through the main door, will be a pub-
licity room in which each county that
desires to make the arrangement, will
be assigned a desk from which to dis-
tribute publicity 'matter. There will
be rest antt "comfort rooms, as well as
offices in this part of thg building. A
roof garden has been provided for be-
tween the two turrets, and, doubtless
will prove one of the most popular
features at "the fair. ' Ah 'arched cor-
ridor will be built around a placlta
which is to be a beautiful garden.
The preparations for the education-
al exhibit have been entrusted to a
woman's, coromitl Ao of 28 appointed
by Governor McDonald, each county
being represented by at least one
member. Mrs. W. J. Fugate of East
Las Vegas is the president of this
auxiliary committee. Mrs. R, F. d
of Santa Fe is the secretary and
Miss Flora Conrad cf Santa J?e the
assistant secretary. The exposition
commission of New Mexico is headed
by Colonel It. E. Twitchell of East
Lfis Vesrns, and on the commission be-
sides him are: District Attorney
Manuel U. Vigil of Albuquerque, At-
torney Guy A. Reed of Carlsbad,
V ;..:!'; r Samuel T. Clark of Deming
and Dr. J. J. Sehuler of Raton.
COUNCIL PASSES ORDINANCE AU-
THORIZING APPOINTMENT
OF INSPECTOR
Pure milk and cream is expected to
be guaranteed the customers of the
dairies by an ordinance passed last
night by the city council. The ordi-
nance, which was introduced several
months ago by Alderman R. K.
a physician, provides for
the appointment-- aw.inspector, who
shall be required to inspect all cpvs
and dairies. ... Any persons maintain-
ing more than 'one- cow from i which
milk is sold will be obliged, tto, have
the animal Inspected at least once a
year, the tuberculin test being one of
the requirements. All dairies must be
kept In a sanitary condition and milk
and cream must come up to a pre-
scribed standard. The complete or-
dinance was published in The Optic
Eome time ago, and its terms are fa-
miliar to most of the people of the
duty. Under its authority the mayor
has the power to appoint an inspector,
and it is expected that he will do so
within a few days.
The council also heard for the first
time a proposed ordinance defining
and abating nuisances. This ordinance
requires that all house, narns, cor-
rals and other places where human
beings or animals resMe, within the
city limits, shall be kept in a sanitary
condition and in good repair. When-
ever, by neglect they shall become a
menace to public health or safety, or
an eyesore, they shall bo condemned
and ordered torn down, the owner be
ing assessed in police court an amount
sufficient to carry out this work. In
addition the owner of the property
may.be fined not less than $5 nor
more than $100 and may be imprison
ed in the city jail for a period not
exceeding 25 days. . The ordinance
was referred to the committee on pub.
lie health.
POLICE COUECTED
59') IN FINES
SEVENTY-ON- E B'STS "WERE
MADE DUR, THE PAST
FOURI4NTHS
During the last four mouths the
city police made 71 arrests, according
to the reports of Chief Coles and Mag
istrate Murray at the council meeting
last night. Fines collected amounted
to $59.50, while the amount for which
the city Is liable, because of the fail-
ure of offenders to pay fines, is $33.75,
Mayor Taupert suggested that the
saloon licenses should be Increased,
at least to pay the salaries of t,he po
lice force. He said that the thirst
quenchers In Santa Fe and Albuquer
que pay a much higher license than
do those in Las Vegas. The mayor
suggested that the license be raised
at least $16 a month, which would
materially increase the amount, re-
ceived by the city. He declared the
license paid here is less than that
paid in many other cities of the state,
Alderman McGuire said the saloons
would be obliged tS go out of business
if the licenses were raised to a high
figure. The discussion resulted in no
action being taken.
Colds to be Taken Seriously
Intelligent people realize that com
mon colds should be treated promptly,
If there Is sneezing and chillineso
with hoarseness, tickling tnroat ana
coughing, begin promptly the use of
Foley's Honey and Tar compound, it
is effective, pleasant to take, checks
a cold, and stops the cough which
causes loss of sleep and lowers the
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
;LAKE VESSEL OWNERS MEET
i Detroit, Mich., Jan. 22. Hundreds
of vessel owners, captains and other
marine men gathered In this city to-
day for the annual meeting ot the
Lake Carriers' Association. The meet-
ing held its sessions at the Hotel
Cadilla8. The most of the visitors
will remain over tomorrow for the an-
nual meeting of the Great Lakes Pro
tective Association. .
VIRGINIA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Ijynchburg, Va Jan. 2U Local com-
mittees are at work on elaborate
plans for the entertainment of the
coming annual convention of the Vir-
ginia Sunday School Association. The
convention will be held in this city
dtirane the third woot of February and
will be attended by prominent Sun
day school workers from all parts of
the Btate. A number of officers of
the international organization will be
here to adress the, sessions,
contributory to this particular resort,
!but the young people quickly drifted
together, 4Je young men carrying the
hand baggage for the girls, registering
for them, assuming all the responsi-
bilities of husbandnor brothers. These
young people shared tables in the din-
ing room or griU, cam strolling in
from the beach at midnight or later
and went ; for long automobile trips,
still unchaj)6Ti)hed.
The boys and girls involved in those
two high school scandals spring from
good old American families, from re-
fined homes, where college culture
and dally courtesy are to be found.
Most of the young girls were being
prepared for college or the purely so-
cial life. The young men were coach-
ing for professions. ' ;
The young women registered at the
Atlantic coast hotel for an unchaper-one-d
outing included teachers, book
keepers,', stenographers, saleswomen,
high school and college students and
daughters of leisure With sufficient
income to pay $2.00 a day for a room
without board. The young men repre-
sented all classes or life; professional,
clerical, industrial, were well-dresse- d
and outwardly respecters of the con
ventions. Yet these young peopW, all
unchaperoned, were practically travel
ing together. Not so many ears ago,
a young woman who missed her train,
or was caught in sccident or flood
away from home over night Bm com
pany with a young man felt forced to
seek a separate refuge or married
the young man next day.
BEAUTY" TO BE
DOMINANT NOTE
NEW MEXICO'S DISPLAY..AT SAN
DIEGO WILL BE A WONDER-
FUL THING
Santa Fe, Jan. 22. "Beauty" is to
be the dominant note of the New
Mexico exhibit at the Panama-Califo- r
nia exposition at San Diego in 1915.
Unity of conception will characterize
all exhibits from the building itself to
the last detail of its embellishments,
and these two traits will be faithfully
followed. The structure will reproduce
the historic church built by the Fran
ciscans on the rock of Acoma, a
church much older than the old mis-
sion, church in ' California and one of
the few, and perhaps, the 'only one,
that successfully withstood the vicis-
situdes of the Pueblo revolution of
1G80. It is a massive structure mark
ed by simplicity of outline and yet im
pressive in its two turret3 and en
trance. '
It will cover 15,000 square feet and
will be built around a piacita. One
wing will contain the grand auditor
ium, in which daily lectures will be
given, intelligently explaining the re
sources, attractions ana advantages
that New Mexico offers home-seeker- s
and to capital. These lectures will
be emphasized with moving pictures
giving an idea of the actual operation
of various .Industries' native to New
Mexico or developed by capital,,
Instance, coal mining will be Illustrat
ed with, views from the model camp
at Dawson. ' All ' the processes and
steps In' the wool-growin- g Industry,
will thus be presented. Most beauti-ful.,of'al- l,
will be pageants and plays
recalling the stirring Incidents of New
Mexico hletory. These will be staged
by the 'educational institutions, in-
cluding the public schools of the state.
The auditorium ltse1r"ul be an ar
chitectural gem decorated with seven
mural paintings of heroic size, these
paintings being the' gift of a New
Mexico citizen, Frank Springer of East-
Las Vegas. The commission for their
execution has been given to Donald
Beauregard, recently returned from
Paris, and his subject will be the life
and mission of St. Francis de Assist.
The preliminary sketches for these
works of art have been made and
they promise to be the modt striking
and most artistic features of the en-
tire exposition, In fact, they are cer-
tain to give New Mexico a world-wid- e
fame. After the exposition, they will
be placed in the Palace of the Cover,
nflrs at Santa Fe and may be made
the foundation for an art gallery io
be constructed in a new wing planned
for the palace.
The other wing of the. New Mexico
building Is to bouse a great exhibition
hail where Hie products of New Mex-
ico are to be shown in a manner nev-
er before attempted! Every effort
will be made to get away from the
hacknayed county fair dsplay so as to
emihaEiz t't-- t New Mexico is. after
all a common nvtakh. 1a which culture
at- -
, A PLAY EVERY WOMAN
SHOULD SEE
M O N
THE GREATEST STORY OF
NEW YORK STUDIO LIFE
EVER WRITTEN
it heals the lungs and quiets Irritation.
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ORGANIZE TO FIGHT PROHIBITION
Muncie, Ind., Jan. 22. Organization
of the Indiana Retail Liquor Dealers
association was perfected here today
at a meeting of retail liquor dealers
from all parts of the state. The ob-
jects of the new organization are to
fight the prohibition movement in In-
diana and to support the national or-
ganizations that are opposing the
movement for a nation-wid- e prohibi-
tory law.
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Vegas H. S. Boys
Vegas II. S. Girls
' .Via ).'.! '
,
SPRING COATS
l i J ' fVJ )
b
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i
settling with the old Las Vegas Sewer
company. This corporation is wiEing
to assign its sewer over tot. the city
provided the stockholders of the con-
cern who have property served: by the
sewer shall be declared not liable for
assessment for the construction of the
system. It has been difficult to set-
tle with the sewer company, or arrive
at any agreement, as many of the
owners of stock in the corporation
cannot be reached, having removed
from the city." "
A good remedy for a bad cough Is
BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP.
School Boys vs Las
School Girls ys Las
ER.IDAY NIGHT,
ARMORY BUILM
Santa Fe Difpi
Santa Fe High
SPRING SUITS SPRING' FOOTWEAR
Early Showing of the New Models
"BOOSTS'
and Vendors of High Grade Merchandise for
the Whole Community
"Tuz STonc .or Cjality
E.Lac Vegas.
J
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PERSONALS PREACHERS VIN A
GAME FROM THE
PAINTERS
STRONG LINEUPS
FOR SANTA FE
GAMES
Why Farmers Should Keep a Bank Account
Their bank deposit book affords them a complete record of their cash receipts, while the
stubs of their check books are a perfect record of expenses and payments. Paying- a laborer, a
store account or any other bill with a bank check, is much safer than with money; because you
avoid the risk of handling "the actual cash, and the endorsed check returned by the bank is the
best kind of a receipt. j? ., .;
Farmers! Try the experiment for one year of feeepingrafelnk account and see if it does not pay
you. A large number of the best farmers have accounts with us now We Want EveryFarmer to Have One. ca
... PEOPLES. BANK''iStMfR.UST CO.
I1
Annual White Goods Sale
We again: offer our patrons
the choicest selection of under-
wear in muslin, cambric, nain-eoo- k
and crepe ranging as fol-
lows:
LOT 1 Corset Covers and
Drawers, 25c and 35c values
at 21o- - - -
LOT 2 Corset Covers and
Drawers, 40c and 60c values
at - - 35c
LOT 3 Corset Covers, Draw-
ers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
values at . .43o
LOT 4 Drawers,-Gown- s and
Skirts, 75c and 85o values
at - . 590
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-
cess Slips, Skirts and Combi-
nation Suits, $1 values at 79e
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-
cess Slips, Skirts and Combi-
nation Suits, $1.25 values
at .J 98c
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Prin-
cess Slips, Skirts and Combi-
nation Suits, $1.50 and $1.75
values at $1.25
HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
THE OLD RELIABLE
BAIN WAGON
mil iiMi'iWjjuiiiMW'Wi'iMi uwmj.1" 'wrw' vmaatt- "awwipsft" a
j .?k
Gross, Kelly & Co.
Mrs. OUie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Komaiae. Adv.
Dr. W. T. Browa of Valmora was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. H. Cooper of, Wellington, Kas.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
W. E. Walker of phoenix, Ariz.,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
jW. W. Tipton came in last night
from Watrous for a few days' business
visit here.
"Candy" Jones was a familiar sight
at the local business houses today, dis-
posing of hia sweets. '
"
' F. C. Searle arrived In the city last
night from El Paso for a short busi-
ness visit in Las Vegas,
W. M.' White and C. L. Huston of
Colorado Springs, Coif., were business
visitors in Las Vegas today.
C. D. Black of Mora was a business
visitor In Las Vegas today. e is a ,
well known rancher of Mora.
O. N. Marron, a well known lawyer
of Albuquerque and etate' treasurer,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today.
Edward Stern, representative for
the Knox Hat company" of SCLouIs,'
was a business visitor in Las' Vegas
' today.
A. B. C. Dawe, a commercial man
with an alphabetic name, was a busi-
ness visitor in the city today from
Chicago. if
M. H. Sabin came tn last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit
in this city. He is connected with the
firm of Earickson & Sabin.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
' Greener of
Galesburg, 111., arrived in Las Vegas
last night and will be visitors here
for a short time on their way to Cali-
fornia. '
W3 R. Brown, division freight agent
"
for the Santa Fe Railway company,
was a business visitor in Las Vegas
today from his headquarters in El
Paso.
Mrs. W. G. Haydon has returned
from California, where she has been
visiting friends and relatives for the
past few weeks. She was accompani-
ed by her daughter.
Jacob Gross of the firm of Gross
Kelly & Company, will leave this even-
ing tor his home in St. Louis, after
having been a business visitor here
for the past few days.
A. A. Sena left this morning for his
ranch at Park Springs. Mr. Sena d
last night from Kansas C:y,
where he has been a3 a witness In
fxmnection with the MounDay land
fraud case.
W. E. Clark of Gallup, N. M., came
5u last night and will be a business
visitor in this part of the state for
some time. He is a well known cattle
man and left this morning for Rociada
to look at stock.
Mrs. T. P. Eggleston and her daugh-
ter, of Cedar Rapids, Mich., are in
"I A3 Vegas and will remain here for
several months. They are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Meloney. Mrs. Eg-
gleston is a sister of Mr. Meloney.
Among those who returned last
night from' Kansas City, Kas., where
they have been in connection with
the D. A. MounDay land fraud case
were Ijorenzo Delgado, F. O. Blood, A.
A. Sena and George E. Morrison.
Mrs. P. H. LeNoir, accompanied by
"her baby daughter, Frances, arrived
In Las Vegas this afternoon from
Ballas, Tex., where she has been for
the past several months. Mrs. ,Le-No- ir
will reside at the Carpenter res-
idence on Fifth street
Dr. J. W. Colbert of Albuquerque ar-
rived to Las Vegas last night and will
be a business visitor here for a short
time. He is on his way to Colombia,
S.'A. where he wll), take charge .of in:
augurating a "cnro.-faig- againat the
hook worm. He may remain in South
America. .........
Mr. and Mrs. M. Weightman of To-pck-
Kas., arrived in Las Vegas last
night from California and were visit-
ors here today on their way home. Mr.
Welghtman doubtless will be remem-
bered jby many Las Vegans, as he
"waaj employed in the drug business
here about eight yeare ago. He is
now proprietor of a large drug store
in Topeka.
The Populjr Price Slot thorn Afji'o 104
A. Allen left, this morning for
Mora on a short business visit.
M. A. Van Houten of Raton return-
ed to his home last night Mr. Van
Houten. has been a business visitor
here for the .jpast two days.
Stephen P&wers, manager of the
Agua Purl company, left today for
Pueblo, Colo.,' ' where he will be on
business for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Hallett Raynolds re-
turned this; afternoon from California,
where they have been for the past
several months, visiting relatives and
friends.
F. T. Trawley, connected with the
United States postofflce department in
the western division, arrived in Las
Vegas this afternoon on official busi-
ness and will remain here for several
days.
Charles Springer or Cimarron ar-
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
be a visitor with relatives for the
next few days, Mr. Springer is the
president of the Cimarron Valley Land
company. ' ,
Charles C, Robblns, connected wun
the firm of Gross Kelly & Company,
who has been a, business visitor in
Las Vegas for the past few weeks,
wiill leave this evening for St Louis,
where, he will .visit friends and tran-
sact lousiness for eome time, and later
go to his borne Jn Los Angeles.
H. L. GaMes and Walter Weinman
of Albuquerque arrived in Las Vegas
last night from the Duke City and will
be business visitors here for several
days. They are demonstrating the
merits of the Haynes new ,1914 model
automobile which is equipped with the
new electric shift buttons and other
Improvements.
F. V. Hansen, an engineer on the
local division of the Santa Fe Rail
way company, left the city today with
Engineer C. F. Altman, who is se-
riously ill, for Albuquerque where
Altmari will be placed in St. Joseph's
hospital. It was necessary to remove
Altman on account of the high alti
tude here. Mrs. Altman, wife of the
afflicted engineer, arrived in Las Ve-
gas this afternoon and accompanied
her husband and Mr. Hansen to the
Duke City. Mrs. Altman came from
Three Rivers, Mich. '
IN MEMORY OF QUEEN VICTORIA
London, Jan. 22. The customary
observances were held today to mark
the thirteenth anlversary of the death
of Queen Victoria. King George and
Queen Mary, with other members ;f
the royal family, this morning attend-
ed i the annual memorial service in
homor of the late queen, which was
held in the Frogmore Mausoleum at
Windsor.
FRUIT GROWERS ORGANIZE
Evansville; Ind," Jan. 22. Leading
fruit growers of Elinoisf Kentucky
and Indiana met theretoiay; and took
steps ,to organize a tri-stat- e horticul-
tural society to encourage". orchard
spraying and pruning.
THE BUZZWAGONS ALSO DEFEAT
THE BASKETTOSSERS IN
CLOSE GAME
The Preachers, by reason of beating
the Painters by 306 pins, took the
lead in the Y. M. C. A. boxball tourna-
ment last night The Preachers also
broke the three and single records;
672 was the best game and 1,647 for
the three. Captain Imhof of the win-
ners was absent but the., man who
took 'his place certainly had the proper
"priUch" when it came to knocking
flown the pins. This was the first of
a double-heade- r. : Score is as follows;
t I ; v Preached 1,647 .:
O'Rourke 150 207 191
Demarals 185 160 168
LeNotr 182. 205 199
517 572 558
Painters, 1,341
Ellis 171 153 216
Brown 126 145 140
Peterson 147 164 179
444 462 435
The second game between the
and the Buzzwagons was
a whole lot closer, and thus more ex
citing. "High Score" Hanson pulled
off the feature of the whole game
when he rolled his ball down the gut-
ter on a spare and then a second later
rolled another In the same direction.
Captaiin "Tony" threatened to make a
record score when he piled up four
spares in succession and then lost his
sense of direction (some eay nerve)
and began to get the nines and sevens.
Oh, excuse, please, the Buzzwagons
won toy a margin1 of 31 pins. The
score: ' i . . . ..
Buzzwagons, 1,566
Ungaro - ;X 216 170 185
Hanson . 180 184 203
Grinslade 148 140 140
544 494 528
Baskettossers, 1,535
Winters 194 189 184
Stewert 184 156
White .153 163 174
it
!,-
- 536 514
Averages: LeNo (" ."U-2- ; Ungaro,lo
.
186 2-- 3 i .Hanson, V: v. liters, 178 3
Root, 178; White j. 2
7-- Smith,
168 7--9 i; Ellis, 1C7; bb, 158; Imhof,
156 3 ?: Telleic 9 ; Peterson,
154 Grinslade,, 152 Stewert,
1591-9- ; Sells, 131; Jone3, 139; Brown,
1371-3- ; Patce, 128. .
Team Standing
Total Pins
Preachers -
Painters - 5,b06
Baskettossers . 4,531
Highrollers . 4,351
Buzzwagons --
,.$. 3,081Dormdwellers -! 2,508
RIVERS AND WOLGAST READY
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 22. Ad Wol-ga-
and Joe Rivers, who. are to en-
gage in a d bout before one
of the .Milwaukee clubs tomorrow
night, have ceased training and are
ready for the timekeeper's signal to
call them into the ring. Each fighter
expressed himself today as certain of
victory. b v .t.nCf;H. "fe iJtef
COULON WHIPS SINNOT
Racine, Wis., Jan. 22. Johnny Cou-lo-
the bantamweight champion,
fought hia first glove contest here last
night eince seized with illness eight
months ago. His superior boxing en-
titled him to the verdict over his op-
ponent, Frankie Sinnot of Rock Is-
land, 111., although the shade was
conceded to be slight. They boxed ten
rounds.
Coulon said that he broke hi hand
during the fourth round. i
He apparently proved a disappoint-
ment to the crowd and the general
sentiment seemed to indicate that he
was not the fighter of old; v As the
rounda went on it was, apparent that
he was tiring rapidly and he fre-
quently resorted to clinching.
Sinnot's ruggedness stood him In
good stead in the close fightimg and
Coulon broke ground and resorted to
long range boxing.
ANNIVERSARY OOF 'RED' SUNDAY
St. Petersburg, Jan. 22. The St.
Petersburg authorities adopted extra-
ordinary precautions to prevent dis-
turbances today, this being the ann
versary of "Red Sunday," when Father
Gapon led a demonstration cf the
people before the Winter Palace and
many were killed by the troops. Be-
cause of the many recent signs of dis-
content on the part of the masses the
prefect the police kept the reserves
under arms the whole day and strong
military patrols were kfpt in all sec
tions of the city to prevent disorderly
demonstrations.
HIGH SCHOOL TEAMS WILL PUT
UP PRETTY CONTESTS TO-
MORROW NIGHT
The final announcement of the line
ups of the two teams of the local
High school, which will play the Santa
Fe High school teams Friday night
was made today, as follows: Girls'
team Chella Van Petten and DeSaix
Evans, forwards; Nellie Wells and
Clara Tipton, guards; Alice Connell,
jumping center; Elizabeth Parnell,-runnin-
center. Bays' team Robert
Hart and Edward Meloney, forwards;
Clifford Stewart, center; Hufiano Gal-lego- rs
and Frank McCulIough, guards:
These lineups are subject to change
by the coach, as any players who do
not put up a fast and good game will
be taken off the floor, and others sub-
stituted in their places. For both
teams a number of substitute players
will be in uniform ready to go on the
floor If they are needed. The local
teams expect to put up the fastest
games ever played her
The advance ticket sale has been
good, and it is anticipated that the at-
tendance at this game will exceed that
of any game ever played in Lns Ve.gas.
The students have worked hard to
sell the pasteboards, jptifft a rfe'sult
have had unusual success.
A. E. DeMarais, physical director of
the Y. M. C. A., has been selected by
the High school as an official and prob-
ably will officiate, as referee in the
boys', game, while the Santa Fe ref-
eree will officiate in the- - girls' con-
test.
The Santa Fe teams will arrive to-
morrow afternoon on traiin No. 10
and undoubtedly will spend the after-
noon resting. Tomorrow evening, fol-
lowing the game, they will be the
guests of the High school at an in-
formal party, which is to be given for
the Santa Fe teams.
EAST ST,, LOUIS GRAFT TRIALS
; East St.' Louis, 111., Jan. 22. State
Attorney Webb and his assistants are
busy at work preparing for the "graft"
trials that are scheduled to begin
here next week. ' Twenty-thre- e pres-
ent or former officials of East St.
Louis are under Indictment to an-
swer to charges of conspiring to de-
fraud the city. The charges are the
result of a recent exhaustive inves-
tigation of alleged municipal irreg-
ularities. .. ,
Among those under indictment are
a former mayor ,a former city treas-
urer, two forme comptollers, two for-
mer heads pf city departments, 12
former aldermen, and the present
chief of detectives. All those against
whom charges have been made were
a part of the administration of Charles
S. Lambert, who retired from the may-
oralty a year ago, being succeeded by
Mayor Chamberlain, who was elected
on a reform platform.
The first to be tried will be John
D. Young, former deputy building com-
missioner, who is charged with em-
bezzling city funds. Young's case is
set for next Monday, and the other
cases will be taken up in rapid suc-
cession.
The case of Charles SI
Lambert Is set for next Wednesday.
Lambert is charged with entering into
conspiracy to d ofran 9 the city of
$100,000 and in one indictment with
having conspired with other officials
to defraud the city of $25,000.
The "investigation which resulted in
the bringing of charges against the
former officials Is said to have re-
vealed frauds amounting In the ag-
gregate to more than $100,000. Large
sums of money are said to have been
paid to the heads of departments and
other city officials on contracts for
city work.
MANY JURORS. REJECTED
Seattle, Wash:, Jan. 22. Mine jurors
had been passed for cause when trial
of the Alaska coal iand conspirary
case-o- the United States vs. Charles
F. Munday and Archie W. Shields
was resumed in the federal court this
morning. It was expected that the
whole day would be consumed in per-
manently filling the box. It was
known that the prosecution was ready
to exercise a peremptory challenge on
A. P. Calhoun, who is a cousin of
Grant and Scott Calhoun, claimants
in the Slraeey group, which is alleg-
ed to have been filed on with fraudu-
lent purposes. It is known also that
the prosecution and defense are un-
willing to proceed with the woman
juror, Mrs. Abbie .McKHIlgan.
The verdict. in the conspiracy case
will not affect the title to the coal
claims. Steps to forfeit them have
been taken by the filing of charges
by spef'jtl agents of the interior de-
partment i '
HISTORIC OLD 101'
Port of Southampton Has Pic-
turesque Attractions.
No Place on South Coast of England
Situated so Beautifully as This
Ancient City Wool House on
Quay One of the Sights.
London. The fifty-thir- d annual
church congress, which opened, on
September 30, had for its place of
meeting the historic town and port of
Southampton; still, in spite of the
vast developments of docks and ship-
ping which render It a rival even of
Liverpool, a town of much pictures-
que attraction. There 1b no place on
the south coast of England situated so
beautifully1 as thlB ancient port; and
the 'voyage from' it flown Southampton
water, displaying scenes of quiet
woodlands,; pastures and sunlit fair-
way, adds another pang of regret to
the' Englishman's departure from
home, just as the passage past the
Needles and Calshot Castle, between
the Wight and' the mainland, and up
to Southampton heatens the wander-
er's return from overseas.
This way came the Roman's voyag-
ing to and from their port of Clausen-tum- ,
identified now with Bitterns,
some two miles higher up the estuary
of the Itchen, a spot where the coins
of the Caesars and the potsherds of
a dead and gone civilization are yet
plentifully found. The Saxons, follow-
ing their usual custom, established
themselves on a new site .when they
came here, and left the ruined and
deserted Clausentum to the spirits of
the. dead, and the evil things which
they ardently believed inhabited the
deserted homes of men. Thus South-
ampton arose where we now find it
We do not nowadays trace any Saxon
remains here, although in those days
this was a place of importance, and
the building called "King's Canute's
Palace" is later than his time. It was
here as that monkish chronicler,
Henry of Huntingdon, would have us
believe that Canute, the Immediate
successor of the Saxon monarchs, put
the gross flattery of his courtiers to
the test. They had told him his pow- -
Old Wool House, Southampton.
er was so great that if he command-
ed the sea to retire it would obey.
This appears to have been too much
even for a Danish king of the tenth
century to believe; and when he put
it to the proof, and the sea continued
to come qn, we, are to suppose that
those courtiers .'experienced a bad
time. It is a story which has been
seized upon with enthusiasm alike by
moralists and humorists; and it
would be difficult to say which have
had the best turn out of so promising
a subject. ;
We may readily trace the western
defences pf the town, made trebly
strong after the French and other al-
lied fleets had suddenly descended up-
on it, midway in the fourteenth cen-
tury, burning and slaying until half
Southampton lay in ruins. The curious
deep-arcade- d walls are relics of that
time, in the determination of the
townsfolk to build so , strongly that
no sudden foray should' find them un-
prepared.
' Here, also, is a very curious and
archaeologically valuable old build
itg: a roofless ruin, it is true, but
?,'it5i. Its external architectural fea-
tures well preserved. This is the
"King John's Palace,' 'a Late
Norman house. Modern times have,
from the picturesque point of view,
distressfully qualified the ancient
of this western shore.
In the days when Henry the Fifth's
army of pikemen and bowmen em-
barked for France, for that campaign
which gave the English the glorious
victory of St Crispin's Day, they went
aboard directly out from under the
arch of West Gate. That same veri-
table archway remains, but a roadway
now runs along outside the walla
those walla whose feet once went
sheer Into the sea, and were washed
by every tide.
This landmark brings us into the
middle of the town, where, the church
Agents
was limited in most cases to fractions,
owing to the pressure of profit tatting
sales. Dealings in bonds were on the-larges-t
scale of any day for nearly
two years, with some gains of 1 to 2
points. Bonds were strong.
The upward movement in the popu-
lar shares became more pronounced
Reading touching 172 and Steel pre-
ferred 111.
In the late afternoon constant ad-
ditions were made to the list of ad-
vances in investment shares.
The market closed strong. The gen-
eral upward movement became more
pronounced when a block of 10,000
shares of Ignited States Steel was
bought at 65. Later It went to 65.
Breadth and activity of the market In-
timidated shorts, who covered heavily
in all quarters. The last sales werett
Amalgamated Copper 7TM
Sugar 1074?
Atchison 9i,
Northern Pacific ..116
Reading 171;
Southern Pacific 5714
Union Pacific lGl'
United States Steel 65
United States Steel, pfd 112'4
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 22. Predictions that:
Argentine shipments would be meager
had a bullish effect today on wheat.
The market here, which opened un-
changed to cent higher, scored
a moderate advance all around. Thf
close was firm to net
higher.
Despite seasonable temperatures,
the buying of corn was only fair.
Quotations started Ya cent off to a
like advance, and then made a sligi.t
gain. The close was firm Mt to
1 cent above last night.
Oats showed firmness, largely be-
cause of a big reduction la the esti-
mates cf thj Argentine crop.
First sales of provisions varied from
a shade to 5 cents higher, with a Bub-sequ-ent
further rise. The cloaica ,
quotations were as follows:
Wheat, May 92; July S.
Corn,. May 65; July G4")i.
.'Oats, May 39 July S914- - ' '
Tork, May J21.03.
Lard, May $11.3?y2; July $11.47!--
Ribs, May $11.85; July $11. DD.
KANSAS CITY LIVE SiCCf.
Ka-ixa- a Cily, Jan. 22. V. 1 r
ceipts 7.000. Market 5 cents lower.-Bul-
$SC3.3j; heavy fS 3TS.47";'
packers and butchers $3.13 ; S.T..
Ii htd $7.90 S.13; p 1 $S.r 7.- -
Cattle, recelt ts 2 itO. ark-- t t
Prime t J s i .s $3 l'1 ZT; i"
he, f hill's $7.41 S.ro; i 1
steers $6.f0 , 8.50; s ' s a t
J1.2"" (Ms 51 ! '3 ' ,
$ j . I '' " 3,75; ! i 1 i ' 1 i
C?; t ".TC 7 ; t
11.23.
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Sole
of Holy Rood stands, with its lofty
Bplre one of the two old churches of
Southampton. The other, St. Mich-
ael, is on the right, in St Michael's
Square, and Is remarkable for its
twelfth-centur- y font, one of the only
seven black marble Belgian fonts in
England. The . finest ..of these is In
Winchester Cathedral," Among the re
maining sights in Southampton are
the "Tudor house," near St.
Michael's church, recently opened by
the corporation as a museum; and the
old Wool house on the Quay, well- -
known locally as the "Spanish prison"
from its having, been used to house
the prisoners of war in the eighteenth
century. ,
Pay Tax Collector in Pennies.
Oxford, Pa. When the local tax col:
lector refused to accept checks profer.
ed to him, the taxpayers planned re-
venge and paid their obligations in
pennies. Twelve thousand pennies
poured In on the first day.
MAY DANCE AS ThIy LIKE
Bar Harbor Magnate Tells Good Story
In Contradicting an Absurd
Rumor.
F. E. Wall, chairman of the select
men of Bar Harbor, laughed at the
story that he proposed to abolish the
turkey trot and bunny hug In the
houses of the Bar Harbor cottagers.
"There Is a little truth in the
story," he said, "for we do intend to
supsrvise our public dances, but to
say we would penetrate with our rules
and regulations into the drawing
rooms of our cottagers ridiculous!
"Why, this mixture of truth and ab-
surdity reminds nie of a newspaper
paragraph 1 saw in a country paper
the other day. It was an obituary
paragraph, but a fire story had got
mixed with it, just as absurdity has
got mixed with our dance regulations,
apd the paragraph ran thus:
; " 'The pall bearers lowered the body
into the grave. It was consigned to
the flames. There were few if any T&
grets, for the old wreck had been an
eyesore to the village for years. Of
course, there was some slight Individ-
ual loss, but this was fully covered by
insurance. "Good riddance" seemed to
be the universal sentiment.' "
Evidently Battling Levirisky con-
siders the Fly tins hia di.h. Having
disposed cf "Porky," Bat Is now pre-
paring to tackle Jim,1 the Pueblo fire-
man.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. held
in check at timea by real' '.'"?, the
stock market tended toward a higher
range during the mcrining, aad top
marks for the present advance were
reached. Success of the siate bond
issue, reduction in di.-.'- ,un r by
the. Bank of England ind f'1" r,in
of Germany, and the s'- - 'v cut V
demand for stocks wp i ' r
lifih factors. Trading t r ': , ed
yesterday's volume foi Ce co 3 oI
tag period. . ...
Among gpee!'alu-?- 1' (
investments there were gt'ja f 3 t10
points. In the active 1 t " r '
00G lOB .aiBLO OHlE OP I
Job the "Dutch Cookie" Club.
Oo Hvq Giving Avay 01G0.CQ
. worth of valuable premiums each month with
- ---- --- :
. .i
Coupon in each package. Trice io cents. Te!i your play-
mates, friends and neighbors. Have them give you the coupons.
You get real cash money, watches, skates, sleds, knives, dolls,
Looks, toys and jewelry. - ;
KZmtlMS C2SCK1T CO., Csisvcr, Ccls. L,..iuJ lilt iuii;;Xc ii
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
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tour of the world and who are expect-
ed to include New York in their Itin-
erary. It has been a long time since
this city has had royal personages of
such exalted rank among her visitors.
The Archduke Charles is next heir
to the throne of Austria-Hungar- y af-
ter his uncle, Archduke Francis Fer-
dinand. The latter, like many of the
Hapsfourgs, married for love, and his
choice fell upon a lady in waiting at
the court He carried out the morgan-
atic marriage, to the dismay of the
court, but was obiiged to renounce
all righta to the throne on behalf of
SOCIETY DIRECTORY
LAST AND WILL AND TESTA- -
' MENT
of Emile Pendariea rtudulph, deceas-
ed.
State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel.
Office of the Probate Clerk. Coun-
ty of San MigueL N. M.
To All Whom It May Concern, Greet-
ing:
'
You are hereby notified that the
2nd day of March A. D. 1914, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
Court, in and for the County and
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
the last will and testament of said
Emilie Pendariea Rudulph, deceased.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD N
102 Aleets every Monday night M
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pre
dent; J. T". Buhler, Secretary; O. &
Baily, Treasurer.
OLD NEW YORK
tea tables these days.. One hears fig-
ures mentioned that seem almost in-
credible. It is an actual fact that a
New York couple well known in New
York hotels and cabarets recently re-
ceived a fee of fG00 to go to Phila-
delphia and give one night's perform-
ance at the home of a wert known so-
ciety woman, in the Quaker City.
When the tango and other of the mod-
ern daces came inw rogue teachers
could be had at a little advance over
the old rates chargtsl by the dancing
masters. And when it was announc-
ed two years ago that one well known
New York teacher was giving lessons
in the new dancing at $25 an hour.
New York gasped in astonishment,
and the rest of the country stood up
in wonder. Now the number of these
teachers has grown to large propor-
tions, but their rates have not de-
creased in the least. Some of these
teachers are able to hire the ball
rooms of the leading hotels along
Broadway and Fifth Avenue in which
to give lessons to their pupils. It is
hardly necessary to say that the class-
es are made up of only those men and
women who have well filled pocket-book- s.
It is estimated on pretty
good authority that Gotham is spend-
ing not less than $50,000 a day in or-
der to learn how to dance the modern
dances.
New York society is fn something
oi a flutter over the prospect that it
may have an early opportunity of en
tertaining the Austrian grand duke,
Charles Francis Joseph, and his wife,
who are shortly to leave Vienna on a
S JL AhMl TOPICS
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New York, Jaa. 22, The big new
I t office on Eighth avenue, opposite
us Pennsylvania elation, la now
ready for Its forma opening. The
building cost about 16,000,000, and Is
sot only the largest, but the finest of
its kind in the world. The facilities
or handling Immense quantities of
j)i.-i!- l matter there, with lightning
flieed and under constant supervision
of the most thorough going and effect-
ive kind, will 1)6 unsurpassed by aay
other postal building. The building Is
second in size only to the Pennsylvan-
ia station and the Grand Central sta-
tion in this city. It is five stories
tiigh and takes in two etty blocks.
nie exterior is of pink granite, and
there-- are some 165,000 cubic feet of
granita in the building. Behind this
are walls of structural steel. It is the
tmost lightsome building in the city,
2)0,000 square feet or glass being used
to make it so. There are 400,000
square feet of working space within.
There is no part of the building where
mail Is handled which la not covered
iby a protective overhead Inspection
system. The secret passageways, half
so, mile in length and all connected,
Stave another use as well, as ventilat-
ing ducts. A temperature of 70 de-
grees will always tee maintained ii
them. It la estimated that about 5- -
000,000 pieces of mail wall be handled
each day under the eyes of inspectors
traveling to and fro in overhead gal-
leries.
The earnings of professional ex-
ponents of the modern dance is a
theme of discussion over the dancing
r
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CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A. M. Regular com-
munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-13- 4
ilar conclave fa Tues--47 In each nentk at Ma-so-nl
Temple at 7:tS p. n. g h.
KlakeL K. C; Cnaa. Tamme, r.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p.Cl A-- Brinegar, H. P.; p. o.Blood, Secretary.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening m
their hall on Sixth street All vlk'tin?
brethren cordially Invited to atteud
V. D. Pries, N. G.; Gu Lehman, V. G.:
T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti.
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening ot each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiere-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan-
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second, and
fourth Thursday evening eacb
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays 01
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy. Visitln
members are especially welcooe and
cordially Invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
--RETAIL
F. O. E. Aleets first and third Tue-da- y
evenings each month at Wood-me-
hall. Visiting brothers cordial-
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.'
LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 2. . 7:20 p. m 7:45 p. m.
No. 4. .11:54 p. m 11:59 p. nv
No.. 8., . 2:25 a. m 2:30 a. m.
No. 10.. . 1:35 p. m 2:00 p. m
West Bound
Arrive Depart
No. 1. . 1:10 p. m 1:35 p. m,
No. 3. . 6:35 a. m 6:40 a. m.
No. 7. . 4:20 p. m..... 4:30 p. m.
No. 9. . 6:35 p. m 7:00 p. m.
For Y OU!
This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-i-fyou use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
It 8 giving you
a present for do
ing something
you'd do wiy
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH-GRE- Y
(STER-
LING) FINISH
EMPRESS
can be o
tained in this city from
ALL GROCERS
PRICES
SUBSCRIBE FOR GET-PRACTICAL- LY
4.go
his children. Thus it Is that the Arch
duke Charles, son of the Archduke
Otto, who died la 1906, is the heir
presumptive to the throne. The young
archduke is fond of society and is
extremely popular. He Is now, about
2G years old. His wife was the Prin-
cess Zita of Parma, the thirteenth
child of the late Duke Robert of Par-
ma. The marriage of Archduke
Charles and Princess Zita took place
in Vienna some two years ago, when
the couple received a fortune in mag-
nificent presents frbm the pope as
well as all the crowned heads of
Europe.
Sneffels, Col. A. 3. Walsh was
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that would cure him.
Geo. Potter of Pontlac, Mo., was down
on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
splendid medicine and always helps
Just try it O. G. Scha6fer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
When You Are Bilious
Food ferments in your stomach
when you are bilious. Quit eating
and take a full dose of Chamberlain's
Tablets. They will clean out and
strengthen your stomach and tomor-
row you will relish your fi-o- again.
The best ever for biliousness. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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In Testimony Whereof, I have here
unto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the Probate Court this 9th
day of January A. D. 1914.
(Seal) LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the Probate Court
ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Honkej
Attorneyt-at-La-
Las Vegas, New Mexlfr
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
- Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main lSi
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
JONES-BOWEJJ- MONUMENT CO
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES W. W. BOWERS.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani-
cure, Chiropody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 P. m,
i ?
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RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-
TISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lese space than two
lines All advertisement charged
will be booked at space actually let
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
fc! H I J!B J" r'fii ttij
r. v
S-7- X.
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WANTED Room with light house-
keeping privileges for two ladies.
Not healthseekers. Phone Olive 5142.
WANTED Maa who thoroughly
the merchant tailoring
business to take orders on the road
for a large Eastern house. Tichner
& Jacobi, Rochester, N. Y.
WANTED A man to take charge of
our business in Las Vegas and vi
inity. Splendid proposition. Bond
required. Write Grand Union Tea
company, Colorado Springs, for par-
ticulars.
WANTED Good cook at Las Vegas
hospital.
WANTED Experienced millinery
saleslady; also work room assist-
ant Apply this week at the Strass
Bonnet Shop.
WANTEp Modern furnished house
or rooms for light housekeeping
Apply W. C. Page at the Rosenthal
Furniture Company.
For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
York's Btore.
FOR RENT Elegant furnished suite:
parlor and bedroom with piano,
also large sunny south room with
private entrance, steam heat, all
modern conveniences. Inquire 1022
Fourth Street
FURNISHED ROOMS, 716 Grand
Avenue.
FOR RENT Cottage In desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa-
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone
Purple 6301.
LARGE, airy room, comfortably fur
nished, 1S03 Jackson, corner Eighth
street Phone Main 313.
For CzZj
FOR SALE One gray horse at city
pound Saturday, January 24 at 10
o'clock a. m.
FOR SALE House and furniture
cheap. Apply 912 Jackson Ave.
Lest
LOST Silver mesh purse. Finder
return to Bacharach Brothers and
receive reward.
ELECTRIC OOUPE for exchange. Will
trade my practically new Rauch-Lan- g
Electric coupe for clear land
near Las Vegas, cost $3,180. Excel
lent condition. Ironclad 20,000 mile
batteries, run less than 5,000 miles.
Chas. Glasgow, 313 Burns Bldg.,
Colorado Springs. Colo.
QillCiiESTFil SPILLS
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Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-
ing magazines for one year:
The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures
2,000 lb., or More, Each Dlvery .........-20- c per 101 Iba.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery S0o per 10S lbs,
50 lbs, to 200 Iba, Each Delivery ..40c per 181 Iba,
Lest than 60 Ibfc, Each Delivery -- 50c per 181 lka
AGUA PDRA COMPAN- Y-
Harvesters, Storers, tad Distributors ot Natsral Ice, the Purity Kl
Lasting Qualities ct Whleh Have Made Laa Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAI AVENUE
ANT Ads
Are Best
' Market-Finder-
ftPTr
III s i ?J i I llJ
TO'
Classified jtearea eui the leoBle t wsera'-e.ino- na t'.J m
those who MIGHT BUY the partienlar ttoj U wort coast .
Thai property yom waa lo eell la WOXXH v mmmm
whe reads the ads. !x tils wpaper si wol'S kstci as:.
your property uals H were arena ed r.
Others, who rd and w.s wer ada. 1 tUs inratn weal laai
are anxious to py s& tm) fcoois, aitsmo'iUftS, a'4laaj
and furnltare, rtleli of slaeis el say Brt, aa Ki.sl.ta! tii
vtramcat.
'
As the mm'to& s '3, we read j aOI tiie taycit. t aa $m
slWe serts cf talKss, t&y cits m te i Ss4m f U bl mm
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angef into whose face, for these first
moments, they dared not look. Then
slowly, exquisitely, courage came and,
hand close In hand, they looked at
each other astonished, glad. It was
Pietro and Alixe still, the ancient play-
fellows, the childhood friends all the
dear familiarity was there yet, but no
longer were they brother and eister.
And then, after a while they began to
you. 1 cannot tell IT 1 have made
trouble or not, but In any case, I can-
not reet without saying to you as
well as to the Chevalier how sorry 1
am. If you can find it in your heart
to forgive me, please do so, deat
mademoiselle. That I should have
made trouble for one as dear to the
chevalier as you are is a deep grief tc
me. He has talked to mo of you. With
a very earnest prayer again for youi
forgiveness I am, mademoiselle, youn
n
I
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Bped back to London, missing Pietro,
but hopeful and buoyant And In Lon
don there was a letter for .him from
Virginia.
"Dear Francois," Lucy began. "To
think that the first letter sent to you
by Harry's wife Bhould be to tell you
that she has betrayed your trust in
her. I am distressed beyond words,
for I have made a mistake which may
mean distress to you. You remember
the letter to Alixe which you trusted
to me to send in case anything should
happen to you? I had It in my hand
the week after my wedding when I had
gone upstairs to get other letters for
Europe which my father had command
ed me to send by the next packet. And
in some stupid unexplalnable way I
slipped yours your precious letter
among them in place of one to my fa
ther's agents In London, and I hur-
ried down and gave the parcel to Sam- -
ho, who was waiting to ride to Nor-
folk with them. And then Harry and
J. went away on a visit to Martin'?
Brandon for three, days, and it ws
only when I came back that I discov-
ered the dreadful mistake I had made.
Can you ever forgive me? Harry and
I thought over every possibility of stop-
ping it, but there seemed to be no
chance. Are you very angry with me,
dear friend of Harry's and of mine?"
, The letter went on with reproaches
and regrets and finally slipped into a
tale of a new happy life which Fran-col- s
had made possible for the two.
He read it over several times. His
letter to Alixe, which should have been
sent only after his death, had gone to
her. What then? She would know
that he loved her; that he had loved
her always; that he would love her
forever; that the one wish of his life
had been that she should love himself
not Pietro. He had said that in the
letter; that was all. He was glad that
she should know, though he would
never have told her in life. It was
done and he would find out now if
Pietro indeed cared for her, if she
cared for Pietro. And if not, then one
had waited long enough; then at last
the joy of the thought choked him.
A knock came at the door of the
room In the London lodging where he
sat with Lucy Hampton's letter before
him. Fritz Rickenbach stood there;
his highness would like to see the
chevalier. All personal thoughts were
locked swiftly into the drawer with
Lucy's letter and "the prince's bright
shadow" went to the prince.
r CHAPTER XXX.
The Third Wish.
On the day when Francois in Lon-
don read that letter of Lucy Hamp-
ton's which had awaited his return
from France, a letter from Lucy
Hampton reached Alixe at the chateau
of Vieques. She carried it to Pletro's
room where he sat in a deep chair at a
window which looked over Deles-monte- s
valley and the racing Cheulte
river, and the village strung on the
shores. His elbow on the stone windo-
w-sill, his chin in his hand, he stared
at the familiar picture.
Alixe, coming in without knocking
at the open door, stepped across and
Btood by him, and he did not lift his
head, his li6tless eyes did not yet
shift their gaze from the broad land-
scape. Alixe, looking down at the
black head with its short curls set in
thick locks after the manner of the
curls of Praxiteles' Hermes was
startled to see many bright lines of
gray through the dark mass. Was ev-
erybody getting old? Francois with
the broad band of white in his hair
and now Pietro big little Pietro, who
had come to them and learned to ride
Coq and played with them. Was Pietro
getting old and gray?
By one of the sudden Impulses char-
acteristic of her, her hand flew out
and rested on the curled head as if to
protect it, motherly, from the whiten-
ing of time.
And Pietro turned slowly and looked
up at her with eyes full of hopeless-
ness and adoration. Such a look he
had never before given her; such a
look no one could mistake except a
woman who would not let herself un-
derstand,
"It la good to be up and at the win-
dow, isn't it?" Allxe spoke cheerfully,
and her hand left his head and she
went on in a gay disengaged tone.
"You will be downstairs In two or three
days now, and then it is only a jump
to being out and about, and then then
in a minute you will be well again."
"Oh, yes," Pietro answered without
animation. "It will not be long before
I am well." .
"Look, Pietro;" Allxe held out the
paper In her hand. "Such a queer let-
ter! From Virginia. From the little
Lucy Hampton of whom Francois
talks. I don't understand it Will you
let me read it to you?"
"Surely," said Pietro, and waited
with his unsmiling eyes on her face.
"My dear mademoiselle," Alixe read.
"I am writing to beg your forgiveness,
as I have begged that of the Chevalier
Beaupre, for the very great fiult 1
have committed. The chevalier 'rust-
ed to me a letter fcr you which was to
have been sent you only in case of a
certain event; by a carelessness which,
unmeant as it was, I shall never for-
give myself, I'gave it with other let-
ters to our negro Sambo to be posted
at once. JBy now it may have reached
compare notes of things hidden.
"When did you begin to like me
this way, Pietro?"
"I don't know, answered Pietro
stupidly. "Does it make any differ
ence?"
"A great deal," Alixe insisted. "It's
important It's historical."
"But this isn't history," said Pietro.
Alixe, however, returned to the
charge. "Last year?"
"Last year what?" Pietro aeked;
he had already forgotten the question.
"Oh that I began to mon dieu no.
Last year! Why, I think it was the
day I came and saw you riding Coq."
"Oh, Pietro if you will talk only
nonsense!" Alixe'8 voice was disap-
pointed. "But why, then, didn't you
ever say so before this? We are both
a thousand years old now. If you
loved me" she spoke the word in a
lower voice "why, then, were you as
quiet as a mouse about it all these
years?"
"I thought you cared for Francois,"
Pietro said simply. And added, "Didn't
you?"
Alixe considered. "I dont think
I ever did, Pietro. Not really. 1
thought I did perhaps. He dazzled me
Francois with his way of doing at!
isorts of things brilliantly,' and that
wonderful something about him makes
everybody love him. He believed in
his etar; there was around him the
romance of the emperor's prophecy
and the romance of the career which
is, we believe, about to begin now;
there was always a glamour about
Francois."
"Yes," Pietro agreed.' f'The glamour
of his courage, Alixe, or loyalty and un-
selfishness; the qualities which make
what people call his charm. Francois
is unlike the rest of the world, I be-
lieve, Alixe."
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
GIRLS! THICKEN AND
BEAUTIFlf YOUR HAIR
BRING BACK ITS GLOSS, LUSTRE,
CHARM AND GET RID OF
DANDRUFF
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free frorj, dandruff is mere-
ly a matter of usinii little Danderine.
It is easy and 1 Pxpenslve to have
nice, soft hair ai'Alots of it. Just
get a 25 cenj. ' of Knowlton's
Danderine no '"drug stores rec-
ommend1 it a pl' little as directed
and within ten minutes there will be
an appearance of abundance; fresh-
ness, fluffiness and an incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
when you will see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
only sure hair grower'; destroyer of
dandruff and1 cure for Itchy scalp and
it never falls to atop falling hair e.t
once. v
If you want to prove how pretty
and soft your hair really is, moisten
a cloth with a little Danderine and
carefully draw it through your hair
taking one small strand at a time.
Your hair will be soft, glossy and
beautiful in just a few moments a
delightful surprise awaits everyone
who tries this. Adv.
Ragged wounds are painful and
cause much annoyance. If not kept
clean they fester aM become running
sores. BALLARD'S SNOW LINI-
MENT is an antiseptic healing remedy
for such cases. Apply It at night be-
fore going to bed and cover with a
cotton cloth bandage. It heals In a
few days. Price 25c, 60c and 1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
Women and Wet Feet
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous
combination especially to women, and
congested kidneys often result. Back-
ache, urinary Irregularities and rheu-
matic fevers are not unusual results.
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular
and normal action of kidneys and
bladder and remove the cause of the
trouble. Contain no habit forming
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured, by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. X CHENEY Sc CO,, Toledo, O
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any 'obligations
made by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COTMKfiCl?.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal-
ly acting directly uprm tlie Wood nttd
itnicous surfaces of the system. Tes-
timonials sent free. Pries ?r, cent?
per bottle. Sola by n aroegtsts.
j Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
pat'on. Adf.
SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER
ant babe of three years, after an
ttunuaing Incident in whlci Marshal Ney
In made a Chevalier of France
OT the Emperor Napoleon. In the homef the lad's parents in the village of Vic-ue- e.France, where the emperor had brief--r
stopped to hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy . mighttone day be a marshal of France under
mother Bonaparte.
ICHAPTER n At the age of ten Fran-pol- e
meets a stranger who 1b astonishedjWhen the boy tells him he may one day
JJa "marshal of France under another
CHAPTER lit Francois demonstratesVila nerve by climbing a lofty churchteple. This deed Is witnessed by the
tranger who marvels at the boy's game-i- a
and asks him to visit him at
unateau.
'CHAPTER IV-Fra- visits General
Kie .Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who withAlixe, bis seven-year-o- ld daughter, livest the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
ynaer xNapoieon he tires the Doy s linag-
nation with stories of his campaigns
nrKu uit emperor.t ....CHAPTER V Francois father loses
sua possessions in a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
arancols a home at the Chateau. The
oy refuses to leave his parents, but Inthe end becomes copyist for the generalmnd learns of the friendship between thetreneral and Marquis Zappl, who cam- -
yaignea wun tne Uencral under Napol-M-
CHAPTER VII-Mar- quIs Zappl and
on, Pietro, arrive at the Chateau. The
treneral agrees to care for the Marquis'on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER VIII-Fran- cols shows mark-- 4
attention to Marquis Zappl becauseBe once saved the life of the general.The Marquis before lenving for America
asks the boy to be a friend of his son.Jfrancols solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to theChateau to live. Marquis Zappl diesleaving Pietro as a ward to the general.AUxe, Pietro and Francois meet a
gtrange boy who proves to be Prince
ouls Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
CHAPTER X- -
Francois loves Alixe, and extracts prom- -
mra mm mat ne win not interfereketweea the girl and Pietro.
r" CHAPTER XrV-Fvan- eols Is a pris-
oner of the Austrtans for five years, Inthe castle owned by Pietro In Italy. Hediscovers In his guard one of Pletro's oldfamily servants and through him sends
word to his friends of his plight.
CHAPTER XV-T- he general. Allxe andPietro hear from Francois and plan hisrescue.
' CHAPTER XVI-Fran- coIs as a guest
of the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the Interior of the wine
cellar of the Zappis.
CHAPTER XVH Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining In detail how4o escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER cois goes to Italyas Fecretary to Pietro. He has an lnter- -
view with Alixe before leaving and near-ly reveals his love for her,
CHAPTER XII Queen Hortense plansthe escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
dlsgulKlng him and Marquis Zappl as herlackeys.
CHAPTER XIII Francois takes Mar-ju- is
Zappl's place, who Is 111, In the
scape of Hortense and Louis. Dressed
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
Austrlans from the hotel allowing thePrince and his mother to escape.
' CHAPTER XVIII Francois escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar.' AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
. Xiucy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
TTarry Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
goes to America to manage Pletro's es-la-
In Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respect
nd admiration of the aristocratlo south,
erners. He becomes a favorite In th
home of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXI-Lu- cy Hampton fallsIn love with Francois and pleads withtlm for the story of Napoleon.
CHAPTER XXII Lucy Hampton hearsthe story of how Napoleon knightedFrancois.
CHAPTER XXIII-Prin- ce Louis Na- -
poleon In America become? the guest ol
the Hamptons.
CHAPTER XXIV Napoleon meetsFrancois at the Hamptons. Francois as,
sures the Prince of his intense loyalty tohtm and his cause.
"CHAPTER XXV-Lu- cy Hamptonher love for Francois after the lat-
ter saves the life of Harry Hampton andis himself injured In the effort
CHAPTER XXVI-Franc- ols tells LucyHampton of his undying love for Alixe.
'
CHAPTER XXVII-Fran- cols returns
to his home in B'rance. He tells Alixe
,his one wish In life is that she love Pie-
tro. He loins the political plotters, hishealth fails and he is forced to return
to America. '
(Continued From Yesterday.)
' CHAPTER XXIX.
s The Prirtce'i Bright Shadow.
There are old people llvlnS la Eng-
land today who remember hearing
their fathers and mothers speak of a
young Frenchman of uncommon per-
sonality, constantly seen with Prince
Louis Napoleon during the last days
of his life In London in the year 1840.
Lady Constance Cecil nicknamed this
Frenchman "the- - prince's bright
shadow." There seemed to be a closer
tie than brotherhood between them,
and the tradition runs that the mys-
tical prince had a superstition that bis
luck went with him In the person of
the Chevalier Beaupre.
It was all as It should be; he was
entirely happy. He had asked three
wishes of the good fairies, as he had
said long ago; that the prince should
be emperor that he might become "a
marshal of France under another Bona-
parte" that Alixe should love him.
The flret two he believed about to be
realized. The last? It was not now
the time to think of that. Alixe had
Jkissed him good-by- . That would more
than do till the fight was oyer. J3o he
It will Be
The Gray Eye Met Her.
Siithfully and sincerely, --Lucy Harap--
ton Hampton."
Pietro looked bewildered. "What Is
it about?" he asked.
T wonder," and Alixe laughed and
frowned at the paper in her hand. "It
seems Francois wrote me a letter and
left It with little Mistress Hampton to
be sent 'in case of a certain event'
What event? What a strange thing
for Francois to do! And then he came
to us here and said nothing of mys
terious letters left cooking in Vir-
ginia. I cannot make it out, Pietro
can you?"
"Not I," said Pietro.
"The letter of Francois has not
come; that is certain; I wonder if the
negro Sambo lost it."
'Probably," Pietro eaid. "It should
bave come before this one, otherwise."
"It is a riddle," Alixe decided, "and
I never guess them." Then, dropping
into a seat on the wide window-sill- ,
"Pietro you are letting yourself be
depressed."
The gray eyes met hers with some
thing that seemed a wall of reserve in
their steady glance. "I think possibly
I miss having no exercise," he said.
I will feel more natural when I can
get about."
Alixe looked at him. "You are eat
ing your heart out to be with Fran-
cois," she said, and laid her hand on
his.
Pietro stared as if the light touch
had shaken him; then slowly hla large
fingers twisted lightly around the
small ones, and he turned his face
again, holding her hand so, to the win
dow and the view of the valley and
the river and the village. A moment
they sat so1, the girl's hand loose in
the hollow of the man's; a slow red
crept into Alixe'B face; there was con-
fusion in her brain. She had laid her
hand on that of her brother; her broth-
er had taken it in his and behold, by
a witchcraft it was all changed. This
delicate big grasp that held her was
not brotherly; through all her veins
suddenly she knew that; the flush shot
up to her eyes, to her forehead, and
she tried, with an attempt at an every
day manner, to draw her hand away.
But Pietro, his set pale face toward
the window, his eyes gazing out, held
her hand. With that the world had
reeled and was whirling past her.
Pietro had caught both her hands in a
tight grip and had drawn them against
him, was holding them there, was
looking at her with a face which not
even she, this time, might mistake.
"Alixe," ho said, "I knew you don't
care for me. I know you love Fran-
cois. I did not mean ever to speak,
but when you put your hand on
mine
He held her palms together and
parted the palms and kissed the finge-
r-tips, first of ono and then of the
other, as if he kissed something holy.
'I shall never speak again, but this
once I will. I always loved youone
must. I knew always that a slow si
lent person like me would have no
chance against a fellow like Francois.
So I have kept still, and it was hard. It
won't be so hard now that you know.
Are you angry, Allxe?"
Alixe, with her head bent so that
Fietro did not see her face, with her
head bending lower lower, suddenly
was on her knees by the chair and her
face was on Pietro's arm.
'Alixe," be whispered, "what is it
what have I done?" '
But the brown waves of hair with
the blue ribbon tied around them lay
motionless on his arm. And suddenly
a thought shook him.
"It cannot be!" he gasped.
And Alixe lifted her face, and the
exaggerated black lashes lifted, and
the blue glance lifted and rested on
Pietro's black hair bent down where
the light shone ou the silver lines
through it. Up flashed her hand im-
pulsively, gently as Alixe did things,
and touched the thkli lock with an in-
finitely delicate caress. "Your hai-r-
is all turning gray," she whispered in
two quick breathe, and at that, in some
occult fashion Pietro knew.
For moments they had.no' need of
that makeshift, language; the great
house was very quiet, and one heard
the horses stamping in' the paved
courtyard and tbe grooms singing, and
yet one did not hear it. Distant sounds
came from the villace, but one only
kuew that long after, in rcmeniberius
that morning. All they knew wna that
the ghost of a lifelong affection of
brother and sister Btood before theru,
cLiaiignd by a miracle to a shining
eyuiciayaooi
Rightly
C SMUT
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PROGRAM TONIGHT
AT THE
MUTUAL MOVIES
BRIDGE STREET
"ROBERT'S LESSON" Crystal.
'
"THE TERRIBLE OUTLAW" Eclair.
"HIS MOTHER'S SONG" Imp.
Seedlcs-Tr-ee Ripened
Try a dram of Old Tayior Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The number of commercial men in
Las Vegae today exceeded any pre-
vious record. Practically all the
hotel were filled, and business was
generally good.
shape. A large a tendance is expect
ed, and the Knights of Columbus
It's the nd car.
In gusty Fall thru Winter's
snowin balmy Spring or
sunny Summer the Ford
serves its owner equally well.
It's the one car on the job
every day of the year.
guarantee a jolly evening. Admission
is 50 cents per couple.
They have that delicious tang or smack that mates you want
more. .
.;
Their juke is richer than wine.
Their sweetness has the delicate, zestful flavor which onlyt
conies to an orange that ripens slowly on its sunny bough, dur-
ing warm golden days.
They are the finest oranges grown in the world.
Buy Them by the Box
By the Half Box Q1.3Q By the Dozen 2SG to 0015
The regular semi-monthl- y meeting
of the local lodge of the Loyal Order
of Moose will be held tonight in
Woodman hall. Several candidates
are to be Initiated. A full attendance
of members is urged.
IIAIS01 HOE IS
BURNED TO GROUND Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new price
of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from .
Word was received in Las Vegas
today announcing the wedding of
Miss Helen Prakea to Carl W. Fraser
of Belen at that place on January 12.
Mrs. Fraaer formerly was a resident
RESIDENCE AT R0MER0VILL6 DE
STROYED, WITH A LOSS
OF $6,000 LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.Store of this city. She is well known here. 1
ed over the climate and scenic condi-
tions here. ,
Dr. BrownA during his stay in Chi-
cago, addressed the employes of the
Sprague Warner company. He says
over 500 people were present His
speech referred to the careful watch-
ing and preserving of health and the
benefit that may be obtained in New
Mexico by tubercular patients if early
treatment is taken. He also address-
ed the managers, assistant' managers,
floor men and other employes of the
Carson Perie Scott company, and
his lecture wfth 40 slidea or
Valmora and Las Vegas. Following
the delivery of this recture Dr. Brown
was overwhelmed with inquiries from
those present concerning the advant-
ages of fishing and other attractions
near Laa Vegas, showing that the
scenes taken near this city are Inter-
esting and strongly influence the peo-
ple who view them.
Dr. Brown stated this morning that
his trip was successful in every way
and that the Chicagoana he talked to
are enthused over this state and par-
ticularly Las Vegas, Valmora and the
places 'near these localities. He re-
ports that the big firms of that city
are urging their .employes to take all
As he was retiring last night about
10:30 o'clock, Charles P, Hammond, a
resident of Romeroville, discovered a
The new telegraph office at the
Santa Fe station was occupied for the
first time this morning and will be fire in his residence which destroyed
the building with a total loss of nearused continually.; This new location
will prove a benefit to all passenger ly $6,000. The cause of the fire is
unknown, but it is supposed that it
originated from an overheated flue,;
conductors, and will prevent loss of
time in receiving orders for . the
trains.EMAJO BLAQKETS Mr. Hammond was unable to check the' Jefferson Raynolds, PresidentE. D. Raynolds, Vice President ;S. B. Davis, Vice President
HaUot Reynolds, Cashier. H. ErleHoke, Assistant Cashier.
A sure sign of good business is
shown by the many freighters who
have been arriving, in. Las Vegas dur
flames, and by midnight the entire
residence lay in ashes.
Mr. Hammond had been reading) dur-
ing the evening and as he was about
tb retire 'he ' crossed a hall leading
from' one'end oi tne house to the oth-
er, perceiving a huge . flame, fan-
ning itself into larger proportions and
ing the last few days. The ,native
farmers residing out in the , country
have started hauling their products to
market, and, due to the good roads,
the business in this line is excellent
Traveling facilities are good.
rapidly spreading over the entire
building. He seized a rifle, and run-
ning outside, fired several shots to
awaken the' natives ' residing nearby
possible precaution to keep well and
that the employes are benefiting
greatly as a result .. : v
The Valmora sanitarium Is running
at capacity, with the patient list num-
bering 41 people. Several new exten-
sions are being added to the place,
and much real good is being accom-
plished there. -
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge Ass-
ortment-fine colorings patterns-a- ll
prices.
These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
" Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays. '
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers
Promoter Charles (JMalley, who
fosters the fistic art in' this city, an-
nounced this morning that Pierce Mat
and obtain their assistance. In a short
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS, VEGAS, N. M.
Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.
In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
thews, the boxer who will meet Tom
time a large crowd had congregated
at the Hammond home, but it was too
late, as the flames had covered themy O'Rourke In this city on February
3, will arrive in Las Vegas either to entire residence. Little of the furni
night or tomorrow to begin training.
O'Rourke is observing training rules
and will begin boxing within the next
COLUMBIANS EXPECT
A CROWD AT DANCE
few days.
ture was saved.
The building was of adobe, but was
modern in many ways. Mr. Hammond
has resided at this place for a number
of years, conducting a dairy ana cat-
tle business. The larger part of the
loss is covered by insurance.
Interest Paid on Timo Deposits
AN INFORMAL AFFAIR WILL BE
At a meeting of the Las Vegas Med-
ical society last night the following
were elected officers for the comling
year: President, Dr. W. E. Kaser;
vice president, Dr. William Howe;
secretary and treasurer, Dr. F. H.
Crail. Dr. H. M. Smith read a paper
GIVEN TONIGHT IN THE
O. R.X. HALL
This evening! . R. C. hall
TROLLEY POLES HAY
BE TAKEN GOWN SOON
I
I.
will occur the ft Mma cf ColumbusAUTOS FOR HIRE before the society which proved in dance. The af 8"--!! begin at 9teresting, and discussions" of interest-
ing topics were conducted. o'clock and coil itil the dancershave satisfied es. This dance WIRES TO BE SUSPENDED FROM
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
BUILDINGS IN THE BUS-
INESS DISTRICT
is the second of ries or haiies to
be given by this order and more will
follow.
Henry Archuleta, delivery boy for
the Graaf & Hayward firm, narrowly
escaped being badly hurt yesterday
afternoon when he fell from the seat
of the wagon on which he was riding
I can now furnish a.utomobiles for
hire at any time needed. The best of
service with reasonable prices.
Trolley poles soon may vanishAn enjoyable evening is expected
and undoubtedly the expectation will from the business section of the city, fo t of M"n B. 17. G OfJH Phono Malni1and was dragged anout 25 feet, hold come true. The music that will befurnished is the best obtainable, whileing himself from under the wheels by
the dance floor win be in excellentmain strength. The team of mulesB. HUBBARD
Agent Overland Automobiles
the Laa Vegas Transit company hav-
ing agreed to remove them provided
the property owners will permit of
the wires being suspended by attach-
ment to buildings on either side of
the streets. The city council at its
meeting last night passed a resoh
finally stopped at the boy's cries and
he escaped serious injury. Archuleta's
foot slipped off the footboard and he
fejl between the traces. Had the mules417 Railroad AvePhone Main 397 KNIGHTSi" OFbecame frightened a more serious acci-
dent might have resulted.
SMITH IS BOUND OVERAH Hands Are
Eager TO THE GRAND JURY
tion giving the electric railway com-
pany permission, if it is found neces-
sary to do so, to replace the poles on
the streets, and making it clear that
the removal of the poles is in no
sense a waiver of the right of the com-an- y
to use the streets for such a pur-
pose.
The next step will- be to circulate
an agreement among the property
owners, which they will be expected
to sign. The agreement provides that
the Las Vegaa Transit company shall
be allowed to attach Its trolley wire
supports to the buildings owned by
the signers. This plan has been adopt-
ed in many cities and has1 been ost,
successful, the principal advantage
being the removal of the unsightly
poles from the streets.
. MR) ' man accused of libelling janvan houten jfurnished ,$1,000 bond ,";
for another sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it. If there weri coly
one sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are
ffttv er r.rAtr nn tn-rtn- v
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Ski- n or plain thread. Michel in tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-
ed for the auto.
ALL WeiK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS
The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
at thefor yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour is.
LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS "ST
P. H. Smith, editor of the Colfax
Pemocrat, a Eaton publication, yes-
terday was bound over to the grand
jury by Justice D. R. Murray. Smith
la" charged with the authorship and
publication of an article libelling Jan
van Houten, the wealthy Raton cap-
italist His bond was fixed at $1,000,
which he gitve late ist uight and was
released. In the article alleged to
libel van Houten the latter's name
was not mentioned other than as
"King Jan," .but, the prosecution con-
tends, ,the article so plainly referred
to van Houten that there will be lit-
tle difficulty in proving such to be
the case. Judge B. V. Long is repre-
senting Smith.
CONVICT GANG IS
READY FOR WORK
0, R.G. HALL
THURSDAY EVENING
JANUARY 22
only bad place between Las Vegas and
Santa Fe and when work there is
completed it will eerve its purpose to
make this road the best in the state.
Twenty-thre- e convicts are employed In
the gang and doubtless the work can
be completed within several weeks.
IT IS LOCATED AT THE ROCKY
CUT SIX MILES SOUTH OF
THIS CITY
chine company, that a number of par-
ties are preparing to start for Califor-
nia. The tourist also stated that the
larger part of the automobile travel
this year will be over the Santa Fe
trail.
This expected business is due to
the Panama-Paeifi- o exposition, which
will be held next year. Automobila
owners in all parts of the TJnitetl
States are planning to make the trip
this year and thus avoid the big rush
at the opening of the exposition. Al-
though last summer's business was
big, the garage men say that this
year will see even twice the trafflo
that passed through in 1913.
TOURISTS FAVOR THE
OLD SANTA FE TOAIL
ClilCAGOANS TAKE AN
INTEREST IN VEGAS Good Music
Good Time
At 3 Csz3 el lia Best of EverylLln.i Ea!!:!3
FRESH EVAPORATED FRUITS
Apricots
,y.,;,j
Peaches
Pears
Prunes ,
Loganberries
"
"l
Currants
Majestic Brand 'Apples
: ,11,15 and Dates
liU J V. I . 1 2 Wi..,.s j . IS ! uhC
DR. W. T. BROWN OF THE VAL-
MORA HOSPITAL SPEAKS TO
MANY, OF THEM
F. J. New, engineer in charge of tne
convict gang that has been employed
in this county for some time, arrived
in Las Vegas last night This morn-
ing he Informed the county road com-
mission that the gang is at the Rocky
Cut, about six miles- south of this city,
and ready, to begin work. A' surveyor
from the engineering department of
the state at Santa Fe wiilvarrive in
Las Vegas tomorrow and wM lay the
final plans fr the work.
Members of road commission will
make a trip to Santa Fe tomorrow to
obtain the final details as to how the
work will be clone, and as the county
Is furnishing $500 for the building of
this road, their Ideas doubtless will
receive cons'deration.
The Rocky Cut is practically the
Dr. W. T, Brown, the well known
j booster and physician in charge of
GARAGE MEN ARE, PREPARING
FOR INCREASED BUSINESS
THIS YEAR
The garage owners are making pre-
parations for the big summer tourist
business that has already fcesmn on a
small scale. They say business in
tbis line this year v " i ' that
of all previous sum? 3 tour
ist bound for Califoi - 1 through
Ibis week and informed William Wha-le- u
of the Las Vegas Auto and Ma
Admi oethe Valmora Industrial Sanitarium atValmora, has returned from Chicago,
whore lie has been conducting an ex--,
tensive campaign for his institution
FAMOUS AVIATOR DEAOi
New York, Jan. 22. Charles K.
Hamilton,, aged 2S, who gained fame
as an aviator by flying from New
York to Philadelphia and return, died
suddenly, today at his home in this
city. The cause of death, was Internal
'hemorrhages. ;
50c a Goireljand for Las Yc-.- u i. He reports many
i4
people in Chicago are greatly enthus- -
